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One of the most important segments of Karol Szymanowski's (1882- 

1937) comparatively srnall output is the music for solo violin with piano or 

orchestral accumpaniment. These works. consisting of two concertos and six 

chamber pieces, cover ali the major pends of Szymanowski's career and thus 

show the composer's stylistic evolution. 

The works Szymanowski's early period (1896-1909) reveai his Romantic 

mots. while the more innovative works of the middle period (1909-1918) 

demonstrate his growing interest in Impressionism. The most important works of 

this pend are the Mjtfhes and the First Violin Concerto. The last period (1 920- 

1934) is characterized by an interest in Polish folk music. 

Concomitant with this stylistic evolution is the development of a novel, yet 

idiomatic, approach to wmng for the violin. This 'new mode of expression for 

the violin,' as it was called by aie composer, was based on pre-exisiting idiorns, 

and is most apparent in the middle period music. This thesis traces both the 

stylistic and violinistic lines of Szymanowski's developrnent through analysis 

and cornparison. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Both during his lifetime and shortly after his death, Karol Szymanowski 

(1882-1937) was regarded as the most important Polish composer after 

FrBdéric Chopin (1 81 û-1849). Yet among the major composers of the early part 

of the twentieth century, Szymanowski has garnered comparatively little 

attention outside his native country. In his book about twentieth-century 

musicians, Mark Morris finds this situation punling: 

The relative obsainty of the music of Karol Szymanowski seems quite 
inexplicable. No one has ever exceeded hirn for the sheer intensity of 
sensuous, ecstatic beauty, and of his lhited number of works (69 opus 
numbers), at least three would seem to have all the requirements to 
maintain a firm hold on the hearts of musicîovers.~ 

In recent years, the situation has improved sornewhat. New recordings of 

Szymanowski's music have been produced. some of them, encouragingly 

enough, corn prehensive in scope. 

Musicological studies of Szymanowski, however, seem relatively scarce 

by cornparison. Since his death in 1937, a number of biographies in Polish 

have appeared. but serious work on his music has lagged behind. To date, Jim 

Samson's excellent 1980 book remains the only comprehensive study in 

Engiish on the music of Stymanowsla'f This is unusual given the generally 

high qualÎ of his oeuvre and the wide range of genres it avers. Among the 



more significant works are four symphonies, two operas, two violin concertos, 

two string qwrtets, a violin sonata, three piano Sonatas, a ballet, and three 

major choral works. In addiion, there are numerous d o  piano pieces, several 

shorter works for violin and piano, and numerous-sets of songs. 

This thesis is a modest contribution to the literature on Karol 

Szymanowski's music. It will focus-on al1 of his music for solo violin with piano 

or orchestral accompaniment The works to be studied are: 

Sonata in D minor for Violin and Piano, Op. 9 (1904); 

Romance in D major for Violin and Piano, Op. 23 (191 0); 

Mity (Mythes)):'3 Poems for Wolin and Piano, Op. 30 (1915); 

Nocturne and Tarantella for Violin and Piano. Op 28 (1915); 

Concerto No. 1 in A minor for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 35 (1916); 

Three Paganini Caprices for Vioün and Piano, Op. 40 (1 9 18); 

La berceuse dAitacho €nia for Violin and Pianq Op. 52 (1925); 

Concerto No. 2 in A minor for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 61 (1932-33). 

This list represents a sizeable and important segment of the composer's 

relatkely small output. Furthemore, almost all of these works were Mitten for, 

or in collaboration with, Szymanowski's good friend, the violinist Pavel 

Kochanski (1 887-1 934). 

In the discussion that follows, two lines of the composer's :'çvebpment 

will be pursued: first, the stytisüc evoluüon of Sryaiamwski's art, from aie 



earliest to the latest work on this Iist; and, second. the development of the 

writing for the violin, which was aided by Kodianski and resuked in a style that 

has had an impact on other twentieth-century composers. 60th lines will be 

traceci in general ternis in chapter one; the analyses of the music from chapters 

two to five will further elucidate, in some detail, Szymanowski's artistic 

developrnent and his handling of violinisnic idiarns. As a preamble to all of this, 

we shall briefly look at his life and career. 



CHAPTER ONE 

BACKGROUND 

This chapter serves to place Szymanowski's music in some perspective. 

It is divided into three parts. Part one is a brief biographical sketch of the 

composer's Iife. Part Wo deals with Szymanowski's development as a 

composer, focusing on what I consider the most salient points regarding his 

three styiistic periods. This background will be suffident to sewe as a general 

guide to the music under discussion. Part three is more specific to the topic of 

the thesis. It deals with Szymanowski's daim that he, in collaboration with the 

violinist Pavel Kochanski, created a 'new mode of expression for the violin." To 

what extent is this daim accurate? It will be seen that this *new mode" was not 

entirely new per se, for iW antecedents stretch back into the 19th century. Yet at 

the same tirne, Szymanowski's statement does carfy validity in that the 

application of these already existnig techniques was indeed novel. 

Biographical Sketch 

Karol Szymanowski was born on 6 October 1882 in the village of 

rimashovka, Ukraine, the second of fve children. He began piano lessons at 

the age of seven, studying first with his father and later, in 1896, moving to the 

nearby town of Elisavetgrad. where he continu& lessons under the Melage of 

his uncïe, Gustav Neuhaus. His interest in composition dates from around this 

tinte; the music of the late Romantics was a particular source of inspiraDion for 

him, 

4 



In 1901, Szymanowski moved to Warsaw for regular musical studies and 

spent the next four years there. As a part-time student at the Warsaw 

Consewatory (where he would later serve as its director). he studied 

composition with Zygmunt Noskowski and piano with Marek Zawirski. It was 

Noskowski who encouraged Szymanowski's gift for composition; his earliest 

puMished works date from around this peflod. Afso at this tirne, Szymanowski 

met two performers who would play key roles in the creation and promotion of 

his music: the pianist Amr Rubinstein (1886-1982) and the violinist Pavel 

Kochanski (1 887-1 934). 

In 1905, Szymanowski joined several young Polish composers to form 

an association known as 'Young Pofand in Music." lnfluenced by a similarly 

named contemporary movement in Polish literaturei, the group sought to 

encourage and promote the creation, performance and publication of new 

Polish music. The a-ation lasted six years. Most of Srymanowskivs earliest 

major works were written during these years, and the promotion of his music 

took hirn to the major centres of Europe, including London. Leipzig, Vienna, and 

Dresden. 

The years encompassing the First World War, roughly from 1909 to 19 19, 

saw the greatest growth and productivity of Szymanowski's career. Three 

joumeys abroad (to ltaly in 1909, Sîcily in 1910, and North Africa in 1914) were 

influential in the fmation of his 'lmpressionist' style, His fascination with the 



exotic cultures of these places. in combination with his awareness of the most 

progressive movements in contemporary French music, helped to break down 

some of the late Romantic idiorns that dominated Szymanowski's musical 

thinking up to this point. His 'lrnpressionis~ phase was spent in Timashovka, 

where Szymanowski proâuced his most famous works, notably the Mythes for 

violin and piano, the Third Symphony, the Rrst Wolin Concerto, the First String 

Quartet, and numerous piano pieœs. 

At the end of the war, Szymanowski moved to a newly united Poland, 

settling in Warsaw in 1919. For the next decade, he concentrated not only on 

composition, but aiso on education. In 1926, he was made Director of the 

Warsaw Conservatory; this position proved to be a frustrating experience, for 

Szymanowskits strong ideas about musical education fan against those of his 

more conservative colleagues. He resigned the post in 1929. In 1930, he 

received two important awards from Poland, the Polish State Prize for Music 

and an honorary PhD from the University of Cracow. Szymanowski was also 

made Rector of the newly fomed State Academy of Music in Warsaw, but was 

dismissed from this post two years later by the Minister of Education, who 

disbanded the Academy. 

The years 1933 to 1937 were not happy ones for Szymanowski. mainly 

due to seri0t.s financial problems. Forced to raise money for both himself and 

members of his family, the composer began a series of concert tours as a 

pianist during these last years of his Sie. The tours, which took him to Spain, 

France, ftaly, Yugoslavia. and England, to name oniy a few counties, did l i e  to 



alleviate Szymanowski's f i n a e l  l s .  More disheartening was the fact that he 

had very liWe time to compose; the Second Violin Concerto (1934) was his fast 

major work, after which he ceased to write anything of substance. Furthemore, 

the concert tours strained his healttr, wtiich was rapidly detenorating. Towards 

the end of 1936, Szymanowski was diagnosed with advanœd aiberculosis and 

was given no more than six months to live. He was transfetred to a clinic in 

Lausanne where he died on 29 March 1937. The Polish Government held a 

state funeral in his honor during the first week of April, 1937. Thousands tumed 

out to pay their respects to this man they considered the most important Polish 

composer after Chopin. 

Stylistic Conslderations 

Szymanowski's cornpositional career can be neatly and conveniently 

divided into three periods. The first period, from 1896 to t 909, can be identifieci 

as his 'Romantic* period, reflecting the dominant influence of 19th-century 

Romantic trends. This was followed by an 'Impressionist' period (1 909-1 91 8), 

which marks the surnmit of his career and to which his most notable 

compositions belong. His final phase. from 1920 to 1933, shows an attempt to 

synthesize Polish folkloristic musical elements wiai Western art music, and has 

been referred to as Srymanowski's 'NatiomFisS' period. me years 1 W&i92û 

and 1933-1937 are omitteâ b u s e  no music was m e n  during those times.) 



Szymanowski's earliest compositions can be broken down into three 

categories: solo piano music, songs, and large? instrumental compositions. The 

first group is by far the larges, cornprised of mostly miniature pieces cast in 

distinctly 19tkcentury forms such as the prelude, mazurka, and 6tude. Songs 

for high voice and piano are also abundant in the early pwkd; no less than six 

sets were written during these years, most of them set to Polish puetry. More 

extended works ni older, traditional forms figure l e s  significantly. The First 

Piano Sonata (1903-4), the Violin Sonata (1904-5), the Concert Overture 

(1 9O4), the First Symphony (1 9û6-7), and a lost Piano Trio (1 907) represent the 

sum total of Szymanowski's early largescale efforts. 

An unabashedly Romantic spirit runs through ail the works in each of 

these groups. The influence of Chopin and Scn'abin, and to a lesser degree 

Brahms, can be felt in the piano music, while the songs bow to the 

achievements of Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, and Wolf. In the largescale 

camposÏtions of this period, Szymanowski drew on a wider range of influences. 

The orchestral techniques of Richard Strauss and Wagner calor much of the 

incomplete Rrst Syrnphony as well as the festive Concert Overture. The Violin 

Sonata, as will be seen in the next chaptet, owes much to César Franck and 

Brahms. And the ambitious. four-movernent First Piano Sonata fails in line with 

those of Beethoven and Brahms. 



As with most composers in the eariy part of their careers, Szymanowski 

was at mis point seekîng mastery of his art, and to this end R is not surprising to 

find him emuiating othen. Though the music from these eady years does not as 

yet show a great degree of individualii the seeds of a more personal styte are 

alreacty present. One of aiem, ironically, is emulation. For Szymanowski, the 

way to individualism was through the musicai influence of other composers, as 

Samson has noted.2 Szymanowski went on to achieve a distinct style that 

incorporated the best elements of Rornantïcism and 1 m pressionism . 

The tendency to emulate otbers. however, is rather marked at this stage 

of his career. The proximity of Szymanowski's own music to his models is quite 

close, as can be seen Men one compares parts of the Violin Sonata with those 

of Franck and Brahms. In tenns of hamony, fonn, and texture, these early 

works are clearly derived from 19th-century examples. The harmonie language 

is in the fin de siecle vein, but always within a strong tonal framework. 

Structurally, Szymanowski adopted clear formal patterns which at times 

incorporated cyclical procedures. He is mainly a miniaturist at this point, 

although his atternpts at larger-scaled works show a desire to rnaster the 

intricacies of these forms. Texturally, the works exhibit a strong homophonie 

streak, although contrapuntal passages permeate parts of the First Piano 

Sonata and the Wolin Sonata- 

2Samson. The rnuskof Sqmamuskt 79. Samson o@nesthafalt seemsthat Szymanowski 
needed çome kinâ of musicai modd as a stimulus to hie own imaginadion.' 



The use of homophony pin& toward another characteristic pervasive in 

almost al1 of Szymanowski's music, ~ m e i y  the emphasis on lydcism. It is safe 

to say aiat rnelody was an integral part of the composer's artistic muse. It finds 

prominence in these early works, judging by the high nurnber of songs 

produced during this time as well as the melodic interest inherent in the 

instrumental works. This emphasis on lyricism was, according to Samson, 

rooted in the belief that 

music was above all an elevated, ecstatic expression of the emotions, 
and this attitude prevailed until his expressionkt crisis at the end of the 
[First World] war and even to sume extent suMved that3 

The ties to Romanticism remained prevalent until Szymanowski's 

sojourns to ltaiy and North Africa began in 1909. Stimulated by the sexotic* 

cultures he experienced on these trips, he began to incorporate their musical 

traits into his music. But the inclusion of these elements nscessitated a change 

of musical style, and for this Szymanowski used the most progressive 

composers in France at the time-Debussy (1862-1918) and Ravel (1875- 

1937)-as his rnodels. Not surprisirrgly, the second period of Szymanowski's 

career has been labelled 'Impressionist" to reflect his new compositional style. 

The Impiessionistic elements are rnost noticeable by the faa that almost 

all of these works bear descriptive Wes (e.g., Masquesl M8bpes. Mythes). 



suggesting the influence of Debussy. In addition, like the French composer, 

Szymanowski recreated the uexotic" worid m i n  the parameters of Western art 

music. To this end, he employed several techniques typicai of Debussy. A freer 

harmonic language (for example, the use of bitonality, and harmonies based on 

fourths and f i s )  repfaced traditional tonality and harrnony, both important 

components of Szymanowski's earlier wmpositional style. Structuraily, some 

of the works are cast in much looser forms, at times approaching the rhapsoâc. 

Yet despite these notable changes, the term 'Impressionist" does not 

adequately descri be Szymanowski's music from this period, for vestiges of 

Romanticism remain. The emphasis on melody, so marked in the eariy works, 

continues to permeate these middle-period compositions. If anything , the 

'ImpressionW works are characterized by a heightened sense of expression, 

as can be heard, for example, in the climactic section of the First Violin 

Concerto; the passage is closer in styie to a late Romantic syrnphonic work than 

to, say, Debussy's PIBlude d bprds midi d'une Faune (1 892-94). Therefore, 

uImpressionisrn.' when applied to the music of Szymanowski, cornes with 

certain qualifications. As Adam Walacinski points out: 

[the] definition rlmpresçionisrnl is . . . only a convention, since these new 
tendencies having passed through the pfism of the composer's 
completely fomed creative personal*&yt and combined with the 
modied elements of his sound language used until then, produced a 
peculiar styîistic alfoy, unique in ORS individual coloration4 



With the creation and cultivation of this 'peculiar stylistic alloy," 

Szymanowski's works from these productive years are acknowledged to be 

among his finest in addiion to the Nocturne and Tarantella, the Mythes, and 

First Violin Concerto, an asçorhnent of works for various musical combinations 

were H 8 n .  Notable among these is the Love Smgs of Hafk (1 91 1). the fnst 

work to be written in the new style; the unusual, one-movement Third 

Symphony (1916), entitled 'Song of the Night," based on the poetry of the 

thirteenth-century Persian mystic Jalai ad-Din ar-Rumi, and scored for tenor, 

chorus, and orchestra; and two sets of piano pieces, the Métopes (1 915) and 

Masques (1 91 5 1  6), bai of which were inspired by mythological themes. All of 

these works were conceived in the relative isolation of Timoshovka. where 

Szymanowski wuld indulge in what Samson calls his 'interior landscape"-a 

'hedonistic inner world, by means of which he could distance the immdiacy of 

life3 On the strength of this inner world, Szymanowski's musical imagination 

reached its zenith; unfortunately. Ï t  was short-lived, for the immediacy of Me, in 

the form of the Bolshevik Revolution and its attendent honors, intruded upon 

this "interior landscapem and led to a temporary break in his career. For two 

years, from 1918 to 1920, Szymanowski wrote no music. But with the 

unification of Poland in late 1919, the composer saw reason to corne out of his 

forced retirement and began chartîng the path toward a naw musical me. 



The final phase of Szymanowski's career is markedly different from the 

"Impressionist' period. Returning to a newly unified Poland, he saw an 

oppominity to create a distinctiy 'Polish" musical style, one based on the music 

of the indigenous people. Like Bart6k (1881-1945) and Stravinsky (1882- 

1971), both of whom served as his new models, Szymanowski attempteû to 

fuse folkloristic elements within the frameworks of Western art music; in his 

case, the folk material came fiom the Tatra mountain people near Zakopane, a 

small mort  town in the southern part of Poland, where Szymanowski spent 

most of the rest of his l'ne. 

The idea of creating a "national" style was apparenUy all-consuming, and 

there are accounts of Szymanowski k ing fascinated by the mountain people's 

music, transcribing their songs and pieces into his notebooks. In his exploration 

of Polish folk music, he left behhd the hedonism of the 'lrnpresçionist" period; in 

general. the music from this final phase shows a strong tendency for simplicity 

of style and economy of means. More specifically, one can find in these late 

works a return to conventional tonality and harmony, clarity of fom. and a 

I%ooling-off of expression. although the emphasis on melody continues to be a 

strong trait 

This new style aptiy accommodated the folkloristic elements. Accordhg 

tu Samson, the music of the Tatra highlanders 



is characterized by various k W  of polyphonie singing for high mens' 
and deep womens' wices, induding diisended parallelism, by the use of 
pedal points either of open fifths or jarring minor seconds and by a 
remarkabîe heterophony of Wo fiddles over a simple bass on a three- 
string instrument. The repertory of tunes is fairly modest and a great deal 
dapends on the quality of the hprovisations based on these tunes. 
There is a tendency for Lyàlan patterns and descending shapes to 
predominate.6 

Szymanowski used these folkloristic elements in one of two ways: either 

incorporating actwl folk melodies within a composition (e.g., in the song cycle 

Slopiewnie, 1921. and the ballet Hamasle. 1923-31); or by subtly inhrsing 

folkloristic idioms (e.g., rnelodic and rhythmic patterns, harmony) into the 

musical fabric of a traditional form. The latter approadi was more pervasive in 

the late works. 

The list of compositions from this period is just as varied as those frorn 

the 'lmpressionisr phase, if not as extensive. Four new major works were 

completed, The Stabat Mater was finished in 1926 and received its first 

performance in 1929. The ballet Harnasie was finished in 1931. alaiough it was 

begun as eaiiy 1923. A lonpprornised piano concerto for Rubinstein took the 

form of the Symphonie Concertante, Op. 60, which was completed in 1932 (the 

work is also known as Szymanowski's Fourth Symphony). Finally, at 

Kochaliskik behast. the composer produced a Second Wolin Concerto in 1933. 

Srnallar-scaled works include numerous songs, rnostly lullabies, and-in true 

nationalistic spilit-two sets of mazurkas for piano solo (Op. 56 and 73, 1923 

and 1933 respctkeiy). 



Szymanowski's cornpositional career ended in 1933. The financial 

hardships of his last four years precluded his miting any more music. How he 

might have developed had he not died relatively young (in his case, fi-four) is, 

of course, open to speculation. But what he did achieve was a small body of 

well-crafted, varied, and distinguished compositions which merit closer scnitiny 

and frequent performances. 

Viellnistlc Considerations 

The most signifiant pom'on of Szymanowski's violin music was wntten in 

collaboration with Pavel Kochanski. possibly the greatest violinist to emerge 

from Poland arowid the tum of the œntury. The two first met in Warsaw in 1901, 

when Szymanowski was nineteen and Kochanski a mere boy of fourteen; the 

ensuing friendship that flourished resuited in a remarkable musical association 

that created what the composer called a 'new mode of expression for the violin.' 

This 'new modea was part of the stylistic change that Szymanowski 

underwent during his 'lmpressionist? period. The early works for violin and 

piano-the Violin Sonata, Op. 9, and the Romance. Op. 23-are technically 

consenmtive for aie violinist and influenced by late Romantic idioms, as were al1 

of his other compositions from mis period. as we have seen. In the Nocturne 

and Tarantella, Op. 28, the Mythes, Op. 30, and the First Violin Concerto. Op. 

35, all composed after 1914. Szymanowski aeated a totally diierent style of 

writing for the violin, one that combineci many progressive compositional 



elementç with the techniques already workeâ out in the vntuoso violin repertoire 

uf the 19th century. 

Having said this, the 'new mode of expressionn was therefore mt entirely 

new. On the purely technical level, ali of the devices used in these 

'1 m pressioni* works-double stops, hamonics, tremolandos. simuitaneous left- 

hand pizzicato and arco, glissandi-were part of the virtuoso tradlion sternming 

from Nicolo Paganini (1782-1840) up to and including violinists of 

Szymanowski's generation. In fact, it was Paganini who first ua'lised these 

techniques in his 24 Caprices, Op. 1 (1805), more than a century before 

Szymanowski created his "new mode." What is novel about Szymanowski's 

violin writing is how effectively and easily he derives 20th-century sonorities 

from these 19th-century technical devices. This is most evident in the realm of 

double-stops, where dissonant intervals are derived from consonant intervals 

simply by having the violinist place his or her fingers on a diierent string. For 

instance, a major third and a minor seventh are fingered exactiy the same way, 

except that in the latter case the hîgher finger is place on the higher string and 

the lower finger on the lower string (the opposite configuration would produce a 

major third). 

Furthermore. and more importantiy, îs how these technical devices are 

us&. As Alistair WigMman points out, 

it is not so much the techniques themselves that are new as the way in 
which they are made the basis of a personal idiom. Far from being gilt 
on stale gingerbead, like so much 19th-œnhrry virtuosity, 



Szymanowski's requirements are essential to the rnusical argument in 
that his virtuosa devices have an inherent coiouristic musical value and 
are rot merely for ornamentai exhibitionism7 

The Szymanowski-Kochanski collaboration was one of the most dose- 

knit of associations between a composer and a perfomer, both on the personal 

and professionai levels. Kochanski was, by ail accounts, a man of considerable 

charm, sincerity, and warmth, and he had trernendous respect for 

Szymanowski's talent. The two men Iived in close proximity to one another 

during the First World War, the violinist in Kiev and the composer at nearby 

Timoshovka. Kochanski was therefore available to personally advise 

Szymanowski on the composition of the Nocturne and Tarantella, the Mythes, 

and the First Wolin Concerto. As well, the Wo offen perfomed together during 

this time, usually programrning the composer's earlier, in addition to most 

recent, works for violin and piano. 

The extent of KochanskiBs contribution to Szymanowski's style was 

rnarked in terms of instrumental considerations and musical priorities. The 

violinist's practical dernonstrations must have opened the composer's eyes to 

the possibiliües of the instrument, if we are to judge by enmous diifferences in 

technical demands between the early and 'IrnpressionW works. Kochanski 

also helped the composer solve detailed problems of technique and with the 

final ediüng of the violin parts (for which he provided fnigerings and bowings). 

As a result, Szymanowski's violin music fies weH under the hand; even in the 



most aiffcuit passages, the writing is thoroughly idiomatic and conforms to the 

natural system of fingering for the instrument. Musically, too, Kochanski 

seemed to have inspired Szymanowski; the violinist'ç own playing emphasired 

lyricism above pyrotechnies, and the composer wtote for him music that is 

predominantly meladie in nature. Only in the Nocturne and Tarantella, Op. 28. 

does Szymanowski allow virtuose display to take precedence. 

The "Impressionistic" works must count as Szymanowski's most 

important contributions to the violin repertoire. They represent a novel 

utilisation of standard technical devices within the new musical dictates of the 

composer's style. Szymanowski, however, did not follow up with more violin 

music in the same vein. The later works for violin, with the possible exception of 

the three transcriptions of Paganini's Caprices for violin and piano (1 91 8), 

eschew the 'new mode of expression" in favor of lyricism and more traditional, 

conservative instrumental writing. In part, this was due to a shift in 

Szymanowski's musical priorïties, which was moving away from lrnpressionistic 

tendencies towards a simpler styie. As we turn our attention to the individual 

works, both the stylistic evolution of Szymanowski's art and his handling of 

viotinistic idioms will becorne dearer. 



CHAPTER IWO 

LATE ROMANTIC BEGINNINGS: THE SONATA, OP. 9, AND 
ROMANCE, OR23 

As pointed out in the opening chapter, Szymanowski's early works were 

written under the influence of the late Romantic composers he so admired, 

especially Wagner, Richard Strauss, and Brahms. ln his first works for violin 

and piano-the Violin Sonata, Op. 9, and the Romance, Op. 23-lhis influence 

can be felt in Szymanowski's handling of structure and harrnony. At the same 

time, these two works introduced Szymanowski to the problems of writing for the 

violin, an instrument that was then unfamiliar to him. Overall, both compositions 

show a f im  grasp of the compositional and instrumental issues at hand, 

although they do not as yet show the marked individuality of the later works. 

Sonata in D minor, Op.9 

Szymanowski wrote his Sonata in D rninor for violin and piano during the 

a - years 1904 to 1905, while he was süll a student at the Warsaw Conservatory.i 

Szymanowski's intention was to send the work to a cornpetition in London, but 

this pian never rnaterialized.2 The dedication is to Bronislaw Gromadzski, a 

medical student and amateur violinist who was responsible for introducing 

1 Komei Michaiowski. -1 Szymanow: Thematk CataAogue of Worksand Bibbgraphy 
(Cmcow: Polskie Wyâawniclwo Muzyczne, 1 Si), 44- it was not Szymanowski's first attempt at 
this genre, for an eariier Wolin Sonata in E major was wntten in 1898, but has sinœ ben bst. See 
Jim Samson, The Mu& of SzymanoW(New York and London: M n  and Averïll, 1981). 21 1. 
2 Michaiowski, Themafk Catalogue, 44 



many of Szymanowski's early works to the pianist Arkit Rubinstein and, more 

significantly. Pavel Kochanski. 3 The work was first perfomed in Aprii of 1909 by 

Kochanski and Rubinstein, and was subsequently published by Sp6lka 

Nakladowa, the Polish Composers' Press, in Warsaw in 191 1. 

In this work, it is clear from the onset that Szymanowski was influencecl 

by the late Romantic tradition. His penchant for emulating other composen is in 

evidence here. In particular, the violin mata of Franck and Brahms's Op. 100 

(both composed in 1886) may have served as rnodels for Szymanowski's own 

sonata. Yet at the same time, there is the stamp of an emerging individualism, 

which would flourish in the years to corne. 

The first movement, rnarked Allegro moderato, is in a clearly organized 

mata form: 

ExDosition: rneasures 1 to 82. 

Mm. 1-1 8 Presentation of motives a,b,c, and d (D minor). 

Mm. 19-33 Transitional section leading to second theme. Motive 

d prominent and treated melodically. 

Mm. 34-39 Motives a and b (sligMly varied and transposeci). 

Mm. 39-43 Linking passage, "fantasia-liken in character. 

Mm. 44-62 Presentation of second theme (F major), fnst by the 

violin, then taken over by the piano (m. 53). 

Mm. 62-65 Motives a and b (transposed). 

- - -- 

3 A& ~ub&teh. My Y- Years(New York: Alfred A ffiopf. ln~.. 1973). 1 16-1 17. 



Mm- 66-82 Second theme. Insertion of the first "freen bar (quasi 

Cadenza) at m. 73. 

Develooment: measures 82 to 1 14. 

Mm. 83-86 Motive c played by the violin. 

Mm. 87-89 Motive c played by the piano in octaves. 

Mm. 90-99 Fragmentation of motive c. 

Mm. 100-109 Semnd theme and motive a wmbined and 

transposed. 

Mm. 110-114 Transitional passage leading ta recapitulation. 

Variation of motive b played by the piano. 

Reca~itulation: measures 1 15 to 193. 

Mm. 115126 Motives a,b,c, and d reappear. Truncated version of 

opening of exposition. 

Mm. 127-148 Transitional passage leading to second theme. 

Mm. 149-187 Second theme (D major). 

Mm. 188491 Postlude. Second "freeR bar (a piacere) at m. 188. 

Motive b concludes the movement 

By late 19th-century standards. there is nothing novel about the 

movement in ternis of structure, tonal plan, or harmony. The use of sonata fom 

is obvious, with the various parts clearly delineated and weli-balanced in 

length. Tonally, too, the movement is organized dong a traditional paradigm. 

The exposition moves from the tonic (D minor) to the relative major. the 



development modulates (but never fixes on any particular tonality), and the 

recapitulation eventually takes the movement to the tonic major, which is the 

key at the conclusion. The hamonic language used throughout the movement 

is chromatic and dearly in the fni de siecle vein. 

The thematic material deserves comment and some cornparison with that 

found in the Violin Sonata of Franck. The movement is dominated by four 

motives, all of which are presented at the beginning: 

Ex 1. Sonata, Op. 9, Allegro moderato, mm. 1-14 



These four motives can best be described 

contmst, the second theme is ml: 

as 'instrumental" in nature. By 

Ex. 2 Sonata, Op. 9. Negro moderato. mm. 43-53. vb-n part 

The construction and presentation of al1 of this aiematic material is adept, 

but curiously lacking in coherence. In particular, motive c is too disparate from 

and does not seem to grow out of, its counterparts; it functions more as a 

"cadenza," which may have been the composer's intention, as he marks it ad 

libitum when it first appears in rneasures 6 and 7. Nor, it seerns, is the material 

conducive to rigorous motivic treatment. This is apparent in the short 

development section, where Szymanowski relies mainly on transposition and 

repatition. One senses here that Szymanowski's compositional style may not 

have b e n  entirely suited to sonata form, and % is interesting to note that the 

later violin music is cast in sirnpler structures which do not require the strictness 

of the sonata principle.4 

If some of this thematic material smacks of a certain familiarïty, then one 

should tum to Franck for comparisons. As Jim Samson has pointed out, 'me 

Sonata's] proxirnw ta the famous sonata by Cesar Franck . . . is too marked to 

be fortuitous."s Moüve a probably found its mode! in the second movement of 

4 It is also significant to note that very îew af ttie Iarger-Scaled works of SzymarowWs later 
(e.g-, the Third Symphony, the Vilin CoI\CBlfOS. and the Second String Quartet) employ 

sonatafm- 
5 Samson. The Music of Szymanowski? 48. 



Franck's work: 

Ex 3. Franck, Sonata in A maor, Allegro, mm. W98. violin part. 

Motive c can be compared to the opening of the third movement, where the 

violin has a similar "cadenzan: 

Eic 4. Franck, Sonata in A major, Recitathm-F antasia, mm. 4-8, violin paR 

Noteworthy here is that the "con fantasia" marking corresponds to 

Szymanowski's "ad libitumn indication (see Ex. 1). Even some of the piano 

writing bearç a strong resemblance to passages from Franck's Sonata: 



E>c S@). Franck, Sanata in A major, Allegretto ben moderato, mm. 31-36. 

Ex. 5(b). Szymanowski, Sonata, Op. 9, Allegro moderato, mm. 59-56. 

While mimicry is apparent, there is nonetheless an indelible stamp of 

individuaiii in the Sonata's opening movemeM The numerous indications of 

tempo changes may be constnied as a generally successful attempt at blending 

rhapsodic elements within the sonata structure. They give the form some 

flexibility and interest, though at times, the music's overall flow is impeded. 

These rhapsodic touches slightly anticipate aie use of freer structures such as 

those encountered in Szymanowski's Impresçionist peflod. 

Rhapsody is certainly a key quality in the second movement, rnarked 

Andantino tranquille e dolce. and in temary form: 



A (Andantino tranauillo e dolce): measures 1 - 48 (A maior) 

Mm. 1-1 4 Piano introduction, presentaüon of main theme. 

Mm. 1 5-1 6 Cadenza for the violin. 

Mm. 17-24 Main theme play& by the violin. 

Mm. 24-30 Main theme presented by the piano, with variation provided 
by the vialin. 

Mm. 31-48 Variation of main theme. 

B (Scherzando. ~ i u  moto): mm. 49-68 (A minor1 

Mm. 49-54 Small *A" section; theme in pizzicato. Secüon is repeateû. 

Mm. 5560 Small "BR section. Lyrical theme serves as contrast to small 

"A" sections. 

Mm. 61-66 Small "A" section. 

Mm. 67-68 Cadenza played by violin. Transposition of earlier cadenza 

(rnm.1516). 

A (Tem~o Il: mm. 69-109 (A maior1 

Mm. 69-97 Main theme varied throughout this seMon. Wolin part more 

active from mm. 08-96, culminating at m. 97 (a piacere, 

molto ritardando). 

Mm. 98-1 09 Postlude. Reminiscent of opening introduction. Cadenza 

played by the violin at m. 103 neariy identical to first 

cadenza. 



This rnovement makes use of only a few themes, but aiey are al1 

compelling. The A sections feahtre a beautiful cantilena melody played by the 

violin, accornpanied by lilting and sligMiy impetuous pianistic figures: 

EK 6. Srymamwski. Çonata, Op. 9. Andante tranquille e doka, mm. 17-21. 

The reprise has the violin varyi-ng this simple melody with thirty-second notes, 

ultimately culminating at measure 93 in an unabashedly Romantic spirit: 

t t 

EK 7. Szymanowski. Soriata, Op- 9 Andante tranquille e dok. mm. 93-96 



The B section offers considerable contraçt Marked scherzando and 

moving at a faster tempo, mis part of the movement is Iight-hearted in character: 

Ex. 8. Szymanowski. Bmta Op. 9. Andante tranquille e dolce. mm. 49-54. 

There is a certain sirnilarity between this passage and the latter part of the 

second movement from Brahms's Second Violin Sonata, Op. 100, at least in 

character and the use of pizzicato: 

Vivace di D ~ Ù  



Ex- 9. Brahms, Sonata No. 2, Andante ti mm. 94-101. 

It is possible that Brahms's work may have provided the mode1 for this part of 

the second movement. 

The opening violin cadenza may have been modelled after the 

beginning of Max Bruch's (1 838-1 920) First Violin Concerto (1 868). The 

similarity is so stfiking that one wonders a little whether it was by design or by 

coincidence: 

Ex. 10. Szymanowski. %na& Op. 9, Andante tranquilfo e dolce, mm. 1516, violin part. 

EX. 11. h c h ,  Vidin Concerto No. 1, Vorspiel. m. 6. violin part. 



The inclusion of passages such as Ex. 10, as well as other freer and 

rhapsodie moments, echoes those found in the first movement Here, though, 

the overall flow of the music is not felt to be hindered. This is partly due to the 

simpliclty of the structure, which allows for more flexibility in the handling of the 

thematic material. 

A stricter approach to tthematic material is evinced in aie finale, marked 

Allegro molto. quasi presto, and once again in sonata form: 

Exposition: measures 1 to 1 29 

Mm. 1-13 Introduction played by piano. Wolin enters at m. 11. 

Mm. 14-48 Presentation of first aieme (D minor) 

Mm. 48-72 Transitional section. First theme treated 

contrapuntally. 

Mm. 73-129 Presentation of second theme (F major). Fragment of 

first theme used as counterpoint starüng at m. 85. 

Developrnent: measures 130 to 189 

Mm. 130434 Announcement of the beginning of Development 

Mm. 135-138 Second theme (altered) played by piano. 

Mm. 139-168 Fragments of first and second themes combined and 

played by piano. Violin accompanies with string- 

crossing tigures. 

Mm. 169-189 Transitional section leading to Recapitulation. First 

theme treated chrornatically from mm. 1751 80 



(piano part). Reappearance of introducfory material 

at m. 1 81 (piano part). Piano sustains peâai point on 

A uml m. 187. 

Reca~itu fation: measures 1 90 to 289 

Mm. 190-207 

Mm. 208-219 

Mm. 220-227 

Mm. 226-251 

Mm. 252-289 

Reappearance of first theme. 

Short transition leading to second theme. 

Second theme (D major) played by violin. Piano 

accompanies with first theme in D major* 

Second theme played by piano. Wolin accompanies 

with first theme. 

Coda, marked ancora piu vivace. Cyclic use of 

motive a from first movement at mm* 271 to 273. 

Conclusion (marked presto) in D major. 

As wiai the first movement, the sanata form structure is cfeariy delineated, 

as is the tonal scherne. But here the thematic matarial is more concise and 

coherent The first theme is built upon a two-measure unit that predominates 

throughout: 

Ejc 12 Srymariowski, Sonata, Op. 9. Allegro molto, quasi Presto. mm. 15 to 16. 



This unit is later transformed and treated confrapuntally: 

Ex. 13. Szymanowski. Sonata, Op. 9, Allegro molto. quasi Presto, mm. 54 to 55. 

Ex. 14. Szymanowski. Sonah, Op. 9, Allegro mob. quasi Presto, mm. 48 to 5 2  

The second theme wntrasts nicely with this material. It is reminiscent of 

the first movement's second theme, hence giving the whole work a sense of 

coherence: 

Ex. 15. Çzymanow*. Son@, Op. 9, Allegro mob, quasi Presto. mm. 73 to &a 



Further coherence is achieved by the restatement of aie opening flourish of the 

first movement at the finale's conclusion-yet another indication that 

Szymanowski was under the influence of the Romamcs: 

Er 16. Szymanowski. Sonata, Op. 9. Allegro molto. quasi Presto. mm. 271 b 274. 

As a whole, Szymanowski's Violin Sonata is a rneritorious work, 

deserving of more exposure than it currently nceives. While not as 

distinguished as many other works in the genre, its appeal lies in its clear, 

concise form and the writing for the violin. In the case of the latter, one could 

offer praise even at this early juncture of the composer's career. Though the 

demands placed on the violinist are only modest here-a few fast scafes in 

thirty-second notes, some leaps into the upper tessitura, and some passages in 

octaves constitute the most d*iffiwlt parts of the work-it is thoroughly idiomatic 

and graüfying to play. Whether Szymanowski had any help in the formation of 

the Win  part is not known. Even though he may have managed on his own, he 

understood aiat the essential nature of the instrument is melodic. and in his later 

music-technically more demanding and much more imaginative-he would 

continue to emphasize this quality. 



Romance in D major, Op. 23 

Evidence of continued interest in the use of the violin for his melodic 

ideals can be found in Szymanowski's second work for the instrument, the 

Romance in D major. Op. 23. According to the composer, the Romance was 

written Yor the sake of a rest* during the composition of the Second 

Syrnphony.6 Although finished in two days in October of 1910, the Romance 

was not premiered until 8 April 1913. The violinist was J6zef Ozirninski and 

Szymanowski accompanied at the piano. 

The Romance is perhaps Szymanowski's most rapturous creation for the 

violin. The melodic Une is often passionate in nature, abetted by the frequent 

use of the upper registers, eswally on the G and E strings. It is also a strongly 

chromatic work (more so than the Sonata), and suggests the influence of 

composers such as Wagner and Richard Strauss, whose works were being 

studied by Szymanowski at this tirne. The chromaticism is immediately 

apparent in the opening bars, and is displayed in both the violin and piano 

parts: 

Vmhlm 

Pianc 

6 Letter to a fiiend. quoted in B. M. Mmewsla. Km1 SqmamwskC M Life and MW(L0ndon: 
Fbets' and Painters' Press, 1967), 37. 



Ex. 17. Szymanowski, Romance. ûp. 23, mm. 1 to 6. 

Despite the chromaticism, the work has a straightfotward tonal design, 

placed within a simple (ABAB) structure. The A sections and 82 are in the tonic 

key, while BI moves to the dominant (A major). The following diagram 

illustrates these points: 

A l  (measures 1 to 14), D major. 

BI  (measures 15 to 29), A major. 

A2 (measures 30 to 48). D major. Phrase extension from mm. 34 to 337. 

82 (measures 49 to 62), 0 major. 

Coda (measures 63 to 78). various temporary tonalities leading to D 

major. 

A criticism of the work rnight be directed at the thick and soiid nature of 

the piano part The density of the piano wnting is not entirely fwng given the 

simplicity and lyrical nature of the violin line; a thinner accompanirnent may 
-. - . - 



have been more appropriate. On a more positive note, the wnting for the violin 

is once again thoroughly idiomatic and, at times. more adventurous than in the 

Sonata. In addition to aie exploration of the instrument's upper register, the 

Romance features a bolder use of double-stops: 

& 18. Szymanowski, Romance, Op. 23, mm. 26 to 29, violin part, 

Both the use of high registers and double-stops would becorne more prominent 

in later works. 

With the completion of the Sonata and the Romance, Szymanowski 

attained a solid, if not yet novel, approach to composing for the violin. In his 

next four works- his most important contributions to the violin repertoire-he 

would work in close consultation with Pavel Kochanski and develop the 'new 

mode of expressionn which would open up to him a wide range of interesting 

instrumental idioms- 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE MASTERPlECES OF THE IMPRESSIONIST PERlOD (1): 

NOCTURNE AND TARAPETELLA, OP. 28, AND M W ,  OP. 30 

The works wntten between the years 191 4 to 191 9 represent the apex of 

Szymanowski's career. His former foundation in German Romanticism gave 

way to French lmpressionisrn as represented by Debussy and Ravel. This is 

immediately apparent given not only the new textures and sonoritîes of 

Szymanowski's music from this period. but afso the Wles of the works. Most of 

the piano music has descriptive tities (e-g., the suites Métopes and Masques). 

Even abstract forms such as the symphony bear little structural resemblance to 

their traditional counterparts (e.g., the Third Symphony is written in one 

continuous movement and is given the title The Song of the Night"). 

The violin music from Szymanowski's lmpressionist period is no 

exception to this new trend. It consists of four major works, three of which have 

gained deserved recognition: the Nocturne and Tarantella, Op. 28; the Mity 

(Mythes), Op. 30; and the First Violin Concerto in A minor, Op. 35. The fourth 

work, a set of transcriptions based on three caprices by Nicolo Paganini, pays 

homage to this ltalian genius who created the violinistic idioms on which 

Szymanowski based his 'new mode of expression." This chapter will focus on 

the first two compositions in some detail. and in the process I will point out 

significant adMnces over the early works with regards to musical style and the 

writing for the violin. 
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Nocturne and Tarantella, Op. 28 

The exact date of composition of these pieces is uncertain. According to 

Lisa Lantz's research, both works were written in 1915.1 Szymanowski's 

biographer, B.M. Maciejewski, places the pieces a year Iater, in 1916.2 The 

thematic catalogue prepared by Kornel Michalowski agrees with Lantz, giving 

the date of the pieces as 19159 They were published together by Universal 

Edition in 1921. The first performance was by Kochanski and Szymanowski at 

a charity concert in Kiev in 1919. 

Not much is known about the composition of the Nocturne, written at 

Zarudzie, an estate not far from Szymanowski's home in Ukraine. The genesis 

of the Tarantella is quite humorow. According to Maciejewski, the Tarantella 

was conceived in a dninken stupor: 

Whilst in Zarudzie, the twting host [Joset] Jaroszynski had to 
leave his distinguished guests Szymanowski. Kochanski. and [August] 
Iwanski [the son of a well-tedo landowner and a good frîend of 
Szymanowskq. In searching for sornething to do, lwanski came across 
a few bottles of old cognac. In the tipsy mood whi* ensued, 
Szymanowski jotted down on a bit of paper his meny and carefree 
"Tarantella," Op. 28, for violin and piano. Almost needless to say, the 
work was dedicated to Iwanski-the "Cognac findef 14 



Both the Nocturne and the Tarantella are in temary form. The Nocturne 

is dorninated by a lengthy "B" secüon (marked Allegretto sche~ando)), distinctly 

Spanish in style. sandwiched between two 'A" sections (Lento assai) which 

evoke a mysterious, noctumal mood. The Tarantella offers less contrast; ît is 

propulsive and virtuosic from start tu finish, aithough the "B" section is more 

lyrical in nature. The outlines below offer more detailed synopses of both 

pieces: 

NOCTURNE 

A: rneasures 1 to 16 (Lento asmi) 

M. 1 Piano introduction. 

Mm. 2-7 Theme 1 in perfect ffihs, played by violin. 

Mm. 8-16 Theme 2 presented by vioün and exchanged with the 

piano. 

6: rneasures 17 to 61 (Alle~retto scherzando) 

Mm. 17-18 

Mm. 19-21 

Mm. 23-34 

Mm. 35-36 

Mm. 37-60 

'Spanish" accompaniment figure introduced by piano. 

'S panish" therne introduced by piano; 'SpanisK 

accompaniment figure in strum pizticato played by violin. 

'Spanishn therne taken over by violin. Numetous tempo 

changes in this section. 

Theme 2 reappears briefly. 

Resumption of "Spanish" aieme and accompaniment. 



A: rneasures 61 to 71 t Temm I) 

Mm. 61 -65 Theme 2 played by violin. 

Mm. 66-67 Theme 1. 

Mm. 68-69 Theme 2. 

Mm. 70-71 Theme 1 played in double hamonics. 

TARANTELLA 

A: measures 1 to 188 

Mm. 1-16 Introduction. Presentation of *Taranteltan motive. 

M. 17-124 Main (Tarantellan) theme. From here to m. 124, 

the violin is showcaseci; Tarantella" motive used 

prominently. 

Mm- 125-132 Second theme presented by violin. 

Mm. 133-140 Variation of secund theme- 

Mm, 141-148 l nterjection of Tarantella" rhythm. 

Mm. 149-188 Second theme and 'its variation in various 

transpositions. 

0: measures 189 to 259 [Meno mossol 

Mm. 189-204 'lyricar theme, dehed from "Tarantella" theme. 

Mm. 205-228 'Lyricar theme in various transpositions. 

Mm. 229-246 'L-il theme in original key played by piano. 

Mm. 247-258 Transition to recapitulation of 'A" section 



.A : masures 259 to 417 (Tempo 0 

Mm. 259-334 üteral repetltion of mm. 17 to 92  

Mm. 335-350 Second theme in harmonies. 

Mm- 351-362 Transitional passage using Tarantelia" motive. 

Mm. 363-379 Second theme played by piano; violin takes over 

second theme at m. 371. 

Mm. 380-386 Variation af second theme played by violin, 

accompanied by 'Lyricaln theme in piano. 

Mm. 387-402 Transitional passage. 

Mm. 403410 Main ÇTarantelIaa) theme played b y violin, 

accompanied by second theme in piano. 

Mm. 41 1-417 Glissando flourîsh, followed by fim cadence in E 

major. 

Of the N o  pieces, the Nocturne offers more variety in terms of thematic 

material. The opening passage of parallel Mths played by the violin. which 

makes up the first theme of the &An section, is stfiking boai in its originality and 

immediacy in which it sets up a hight" mwd: 

Ex. 19. Szymanowski. Nocturne, Op. 28. No. 1. mm. 24, vloh p a ~  



The use of open ffihs here is original. Traâirtionally, for string instruments this 

inteival is found as the base of a four-note chord; its function is more hamonic 

than melodic. It would seem that Szymanowski was the first to use this interval 

in a meladic sequence. No examples of similar passages can be found in the 

virtuoso Iiterature, perhaps because such a procedure would defy traditional 

tonality. But here a distinctively twentieth-mntury sonority is achieved, one 

which would be used by other composers.5 

In the "B" section of the Nocturne, Spanish influences are discernible, 

most notably by the use of duplet and triplet rhythms which suggests a 

Habanera. The 'Spanishn theme accompanied by the violin in pizzicato, 

perhaps an imitation of the guitar, suggests a more festive mood, in complete 

contra& to the "Au 

Ek 20. Szymanowski, Nocturne, Op. 28, No. 1, mm. 1421. 

5 Among them was BèIa 6art6k See conclusion, p. 1 W. 



The Nocturne also shows some striking stylistic changes from 

Szymanowski's eariier violin music. Most notable is the overal harmonic 

scheme. The main tonal areas move from B minor (mm. 1 to 8), to B-flat minor 

(mm. 9 to 16), then to A major (mm. 17 to 44), before resolving back to B minor 

(mm. 45 to 71 ). The semitonal motion that govems the first three areas sets up 

a framework which allows for the highly chromatic harmonies to take place, 

while the resolution in B minor brings the piece back within traditional tonality. 

Ali of mis indicates an expansion of Szymanowski's harmonic language beyond 

the normal parameters of Romantic harrnony, pointing towards the harmonic 

procedures of slightly later works. 

Thematic, harmonic, and mood contrast do not figure prorninently in the 

Tarantella. For the most part, the piece is dorninated by a propulsive, recuning 

rhythmic motive first introduced by the piano: 

Ex 21. Szymanowski, Tarantella, Op. 28, No. 2, mm. 1-2, piano part, 

Variations of this motive are either sirnilar to this example (Le., essentially 

rhythmic) or else somewhat more melodic: 



Wa). Çrymanowski, Tarantella. Op. 28. No. 2. mm. 33-36. 

Ex. 22(b). Szymanowski. Tararitella, Op. 28, No. 2 mm. 21-23. 

The first theme is succinct, consisting of only four bars; it is not repeated 

often and serves as a structural marker announcing the *A" sections: 

Ex P. Szymanowski, Taranteila, Op. 28. No. 2, mm. 17-20. violin part 

A second, contrasting theme is introduced at measure 125, accornpanied by 

ninning eigMh notes which keep the momentum going: 



Ex. 24. Szymanowski. Taranteila, Op. 28, No. 2, mm. 725-132 

Only when the piece reaches the '0" section (measure 189) does the 

momentum slacken a (Me; the melody here is a variation of aie first aieme: 

Ex. 25. Szymanowski. Tarantella, Op. 28. No. 2, mm. 189-192. violin parl 

Harmonically, the Tarantella is less adventurous than the Nocturne. 

Although chromaticism is abundantly present, as well as harmonies based on 

fourths and fifths, it never shifts the tonal focus away from E minor. One reason 

for this is the fact that long stretches of the music are in this key. A prime 

example can be found at the very opening (mm. 1 to 20). In the first sixteen 

measures, the incessant emphasis on Snatural suggests an imminent cadence 

and sets the listener up for a resolution. This cornes at measure 16, and it is a 

strong cadence onto an E minor chord. A similar passage takes place a little 

tater on, from measures 59 to 81, serving to fumer reinforce the tonality. 



It is not difficult to see in these two works that new paths were being 

explored by Szymanowski. Stylistically, the composer süll treats the piano part 

as an accompanirnent to the violin, but here the pianist's role is larger and more 

important than in the earlier works. Indications of greater emphasis on the 

piano part are readily apparent. For one thing, the level of diïculty of these 

pieces is fat more advanced than either the piano parts of the Sonata and 

Romance. As well, the piano is allocated a greater share of the thematic 

material, thus raising its stature to the same level as the violin. Even at those 

moments where the piano is only senhg to accornpany the violin, the style of 

writing adds considerably to the overall mood of the work; for 

instance: 

- 

Ex 26. Szymanowski, Nocturne, Op. 26, No. 1, mm. 8-10. 

lncidentally, the use of frem~lando~ an atmospheric element here, would 

beame a favorite deviœ in the M m .  

Violinistically, the Nocturne and Tarantelh represent the most technically 

advanced works written by Szymanowski up to this point The Nocturne 

ernphasizes 1-1 playing in the high register, thus testing the performer's 



sense of intonation. As well, a tedinically challenging cadenza leads into the 

'Spanish" middle section: 

Ex. 27. Szymanowski, Nocturne, Op. 28, Nu. 1, m. 16, violin part. 

Also challenging are the double-harmonies in paraltel fiihs at the conclusion of 

the Nocturne, a variation of the work's opening: 

EX 28. Szymanowski. Nocturne, Op. 28, No, 1, mm. 70-71, violin part. 

The Tarantella makes even more severe technical demands, with hardly a 

moment's respite. The more difficult technical passages are as fdlows: 

Ex 29(a). Szymanowski, Tarantelia. Op. 28, No. 2, mm- 4-12, vioiin part 



Ex 29(b). Szymanowski, Tarantella. Op. 28. Nb. 2, mm. 69-72 vialin part. 

Ex, 29(c). 

I f I I I 1 I I 

Szymanowski, TaranteiIa, Op. 28, No. 2, mm. 93-99, violin part. 

Ex 29(d). Szymanowski, Tarantella Op. 28, No. 2, mm. 380.383, violin part. 

Ex 29(e). Szymanowski, Tarantella, Op. 28. No. 2, mm. 395399, violin part 

GL 290. Szymanowski, Tafantella, Op. 28, No. 2, mm. 41 M t  7, violin paR 



Example 29(a) contains dissonant double-stops that are idiornatically 

conceived. Example 29@) and (d) are clearly related to one another. and 

feature the use of an upper auxiliary to the lower note of regulaf moving 

octaves, an original idea, and perhaps the first time such a passage appears in 

the violin literature. Example 29(c) tests the perFonerBs dexterity; the upper 

notes must be played entirely on the D string in order for the G pedal to be 

sustained. Exarnple 29(e) features an unusual and advanced chordal 

combination, the perfect fourth and the octave; again, this is idiomatic in 

conception for it lies naturally under the hand. Finally, example 29(f), which 

concludes the Tarantella, is positively Paganinian in influence, for it was the 

ltalian violin genius who first introduced octaves in glissando-most notably in 

the Twenty-third Caprice from his Op. 1 (1805). Some of the other passages 

also may have been inspired by another virtuoso piece by an earlier Polish 

composer, the violinist Henryk Wieniawski (1 835-1 880). In Wieniawski's 

Scherzo-Tarantelle, Op. 16 (1856), passages can be found which may have 

served as models for examples =(a) and (e) respectively: 

k 30(a). Wieniawski, Scheizo-Tamatelte, Op. 16, mm. 4Cl5-412, violin part 



B c  30(b). Weniawski. SchemTarantelle, Op. 16, mm. 397404. 

The Nocturne and Tarantella thus represent a major turning point in 

Szymanowski's violin music. Though not as imaginative as the works which 

followed-they are, in essence, two showpieces for the violinist, although they 

contain more substance than most other works in the genre-the handling of the 

musical texture and the violinistic idioms shows considerable advancement 

over the Sonata and Romance. Violinists have generally embraced the 

Nocturne and Tarantella enthusiastically, and it has been a featured part of the 

repertoire of rnany great players, including Yehudi Menuhin, Nathan Milstein, 

Henryk Szeryng, Arthur Grumiaux, and. more recently, Kyung Wha Chung. 

Szymanowski's exploration of viRuoso devices would continue in the Mythes, 

the First Violin Concerto, and the three transcriptions of Paganini's Caprices, al1 

of which were written in the next three years. They represent the high point of 

the composer's output for the violin. 



Mity (Mythes), Op. 30 

The M ' e s  were composed between March and June of 191 5, and were 

dedicated to Sophie Kochanska, wife of Pave1 Kochanski. It was her husband 

who premier& al! three works in 1916, at a charity concert in Urnan, Ukraine, 

with Szymanowski at the piano.6 The Mythes were subsequently taken up by 

other notable violinists, including Bronislaw Huberman, Joseph Szigeti, Yehudi 

Menuhin, David Oistrakh, Nathan Milstein, Jascha Heifetz, and Henryk Szeryng, 

to name only a few. They remain today Szymanowski's most popular and 

frequently performed chamber work. 

Given the programmatic titles of the individual pieces in this set-"La 

Fontaine dArethuse," 'Narcisse," and "Dryads et PanU-one is tempted to read a 

"storyline" in the music. Szymanowski was questioned about the extent to 

which he atternpted to musically depict the rnythology that inspired the work. 

The query was posed by the American violinist Robert Imandt, who asked what 

the "spiritual duen of the M ' e s  was: 

Wth the 'spiritual duen I understand the sense of the legend, which you 
had in mind in composing the Mylhs [sic]. You will surely say "1 had in 
mind Areaiusa and Narcissus" and then I will ask: Did you consider one 
and the other as süll pictufes, radiating colors and feelings from a 
particular point: the figure of Narcissus emerging from the legendor on 
the other hand, dÏd you want the perfomier to present to the listener Me's 
proceedings in a Iîve anecdote of Narcissus or Areaiusa. 

6 The first piece. 'La Fontaine drArettiuse,' however. was perfmed as early as 1915. shortiy 
Mer its cornpietion, 



Szymanowski's reply to lmandt was as follows: 

From the two niterpretations of the nprogramw which you gave, the more 
accurate one is the first It was not to be a drama, unfolding in a series of 
scenes. from which eadi has an anecdatal significame-it is rather a 
musical expression capturing the beauty of the Myth.7 

From this perspective, then, one should view the Mythes more in terms of 

absolute rather than program music. Rius, Lisa Lantz's readings of these works 

(in particular, ' la Fontaine d'Arethusen) in her thesis, with their dramatic 

interpretations of various passages, go against the composer's stated 

intention.8 

The first piece, 'La Fontaine d'Arethusen (The Fountain of Arethusa'), is 

one of Szymanowski's most famous compositions, and is often pelformed or 

recordad separately. The source of the üUe cornes from Ovid, who tells the story 

of Arethusa, a young huntress and worshipper of Athena. After Ming chased by 

the river god Alpheus, Areaiusa is transfomeci by Athena into a spring of water 

in order to escape his unwanted amorous ovettures. 

'La Fontaine d'Arethuse' is cast in a simple temary form (as are the other 

Wo Myttes); its structural outline is as follows: 



A: measures 1 to 29 

Mm. 1-8 Piano introduction CWater" accompaniment); 

bitonality used (A minor and E-flat minor). 

Mm. 9 - 28 First theme introduced by violin. Tem porary 

reçolution in E-flat major at m. 21. 

6: measures 29 to 73 

Mm. 30 - 36 Second theme introduced by violin, combined with 

first theme. 

Mm. 42 - 46 Short transition. 

Mm. 47 - 56 Second theme fragrnented and in augmentation. 

Mm. 57 - 73 Longer transition leading climax (mm. 71 to 73). 

Variation of second theme (mm. 63 to 68). 

A: measures 74 to 1 17 

Mm. 74 - 81 "Water" accompanirnent 

Mm. 87 - 103 Fnst theme; temporary resolution in E-flat major at m. 

99. 

M. 104 Reappearance of second theme as cadenza. 

Mm. 105 - 117 Coda. *Cadencem on E-flat 

From the onset, one can sense that a new musical style iç in effect The 

opening of 'La Fontaine d'Arethusea is imaginative in its evocation of the sound 

of water and a succinct example of how rnuch freer Szymanowski's hannonic 

language had becorne. The 'npplingn effect is created, interestingly enough, by 



relatkely static pianistic motions (repeated chords in the right hand, broken 

octaves in the la): 

Piano. 

Gc 31. Szymanowski, 'La Fontaine d'Atethuse," mm. 1 to 8. 

More noteworthy is the use of bitonality, a device cultivated by Ravel, 

Debussy, and Stravinsky, and from here on a hallmark of Szymanowski's 

'ImpressioniS perîod. Two keys are presented: A minor and E-flat minor; the 



tritone separating the two tonics sets up what Samson calls "referential or 

'invariant' pitch areas to provide a framework which will contain the 

impressionistic harmonies, but without really shaping or directing those 

harmonies in a traditional tonal sense."g One can sense throughout 'La 

Fontaine dDArethuse" implications of E-flat or A as a sort of tonic, but the 

'resolutions" to these notes are never strong nor are they approached via 

conventional means. As an example: 

32 Szymanowski. 'La Fontaine d'Arethuse.' m m  15 to 21. 



Measure 21 highlights E-flat in both the top Iine of the piano part and the violin 

part; however, it is supported by a weak b a s ,  Eflat, which suggests second 

inversion. Furthenare, the hamonic motion leading to this 'resolutionm does 

not anticipate a move to E-flat Similar passages can be found in the remainder 

of the piece. Thus, traditional harmonic progressions do not apply to *La 

Fontaine d'ArethusePn and if one were tu extend Samson's observation to other 

works from this period (including the remaining Mythes), then one will see the 

extent to which Szymanowski abandoned traditional tonality in favor of a freer 

harmonic vocabulary. 

In ternis of the thematic material, "La Fontaine d'Arethusem demonstrates 

the compuser's continued interest in rapturous, lyrical writing for the viofin. 

especially in the instrument's high register. The first theme is a case in point: 

EX. 33. Szymanowski, 'La Fontaine &Arethuse,' mm. 9 to t 2, violin part. 

This opening theme dominates the rather short A section; in the B section, it 

becornes the goal of the second theme, which is chromatic in nature and Ml1 

assume prominenœ: 



34. Szymanowski. 'La Fo-ne d'Arethuse.' mm. 29 to 36. violin part 

Fragments of this chromatic second theme are varied later on: at measures 47 

to 50 (Ex. 35(a)), where it is presented in augmentation and repeated in double- 

harmonics; and from measures 63 to 66 (Ex. 35@)), where k is decorated and 

not entirely obviouç. 

En 35(a). Szymanowski. 'La Fontaine d'ArethusevD mm. 47 to 50. violin part 

Ex 35(b). Symanowski. 'La Fontaine d'kethuse.' mm. 63 to 66. violin part 

The second theme makes a brÏef, final appearance in the coda, where L takes 

on a nostalgie quality: 



EK 36. Szymanowski. 'La Fontaine d'Arethuw.' m. 104. violin part 

The wnting for the violin in this piece shows considerable imagination. 

Part of the appeal of ' i a  Fontaine d'Arethusen lies in its effecüve and coloristic 

use of violinistic idioms. Unlike the Nocturne and Tarantella, 'La Fontaine" is 

not an overtly virtuoso work; however, it makes good use of several virtuoso 

deviœs not seen in the earlier works. For example, the use of tremdando is 

given an atmospheric treatment near the end of the piece and may be regarded 

as a violinistic evocation of Water,' hence complememing aie piano's opening: 

Ex 37. Szymanowski, 'La Fontaine d'Arethuse.' m. 109, vMïm part. 

Other noteworthy passages indude the use of doubie hamonics (mm. 49 to 50) 

and the ciimactic chromatic glissando at masures 71 to 72 The emphasis on 

lyrïcism-Szymanowski's basic violhistic tenet-is ever present as usual, and 

will continue to characterize the rest of his violin music. 



The second piece takes its inspiration from the well-known story of 

Narcissus. The outline of this piece is similaf to that of 'La Fontaine 

d'Arethuse" : 

A: measures t to 48 

Mm. 1-3 Piano accompaniment. presentation of multi-layered 

dissonance. 

Mm. 4 -22 First theme presented by violin. 

Mm. 23 - 49 'Obsession" motive prominent (Poco piu animato); 

second theme presented m. 26. 

B: measures 49 to 96 

Mm. 49 - 52 Thkd theme (Meno mosso). 8 major confirmed as 

tonality. 

Mm- 53 - 61 Poco animato. Alternathg sequences of 2nds and 

Iths exchanged in siretto between piano and violin. 

Mm. 62 - 73 First theme developed. 

Mm. 74-75 "Obsession* motive developed. 

Mm. 76 - 82 Rrst theme. 

Mm. 83 - 92 Third theme. 

Mm. 93 - 96 Second theme. 

A: measures 97 to 148 

Mm. 97 - 122 First theme. Climax at m. 1 17 (me forte). 

Mm. 123 - 137 Second theme, accompanied by 'obsession" motive. 



Mm. 138 - 148 Codetta Third, second, and fnst themes combined 

into single rnelodic Iine (summation). Close in B 

major. 

As with "La Fontaine d'Arethuse," 'Narcissen makes use of a small 

number of themes, all lyrical in nature. The first theme is by far the most 

prominent: 

Ex 38. Szymanowski, "Narcisse,' mm. 4 to 9. violin part. 

Within this opening theme is a motive (marked Y) which becomes more 

conspicuous later on. I cal1 this the 'obsessionn motive, for it may have 

programmatic significance. The repetition of this motive from measures 23 to 

49, and at the corresponding passage in the reprise of the A section (measures 

123 to 137), may be seen as a musical representation of Narcissus's sel  love. 

Although there is no confirmation for this, this seems a plausible interpretation. 

The "obsessionn motive accompanies the second theme, which moves in the 

opposite melodic direction from the first theme: 



Ex 39. Szymanowski. 'Narcisse.' mm. 26 to 31. violîn pak 

Another sirnilarity to 'La Fontaine d'Arethusea can be seen in the opening 

of "Narcisse," where a melody is presented over-an accornpanirnent. In this 

case, however, the piano part is less evocative than in the previous piece. 

Here, the chords serve to create a multi-layered harmonic backdrop against 

which the first theme is played: 

Molto Mtenuto. 
Molino. 

Piano. 



Samson breaks ûown these harmonic 'layers" into three groups: the triton0 and 

perfect fourth (G - C# - FX); the dominantqoality trichord (A - B - Dt); and the 

bass motions frorn D# and G#. The sonority created by this opening 

accompanirnent is that of a "single resonating dissonance rather than an effect 

of bitonality".lo FuRhermore, there is considerable unity between melody and 

harmony hem, for the notes of the first theme are all derived frorn the opening 

chord . 

Dissonance permeates much of the rest of the A section, although a 

strong cadential motion at rneasures 22 and 23 makes it clear that B-natural is 

the tonal center of the piece. This is further confirmed in the 6 section, where a 

B-natural pedal is sustained over eleven bars (measures 49 to 59). The 

melodic material of this passage suggests 8 major as the key, although a 

flatteneci seventh (A-natural) is present 

The B section also serves as a mini-developrnent, working out the first 

and third themes, as well as the 'obsessionn motive. The first theme is extended 

by N o  measures and is slightly altered rhythmicaily: 

Ek 41. Szymanowski, 'Narchse,' mm. 68 to 73, violin part. 

10 Samson, 91. 



The "obsession" motive, while not prominently featured, is presented 

sirnuitaneously in both its original form and in a slighüy varied rhythrnic format: 

Uc 4 2  Szymanowski. 'Narcisse.' mm. 74 to 75. 

The third theme, which announced the beginning of the 0 section, is given a 

slightiy canonic treatment: 

t- 
&R. pp 

Ex. 43. Sqmanowski, 'Narcisse.' mm. 83 to 85. 

Wolinistically, 'Narcisse" is the least technically demanding of the three 

pieces. For the most part, lyricisrn prevaik the rnelodic lines are simple to play 

and do not explore aie upper register too often. The only reai dibfculties are to 

be found in the B section, where the third theme is presenteci in double-stops: 



EK 44. Srymanowskl. 'Na~$sse.' mm. 49 to 52, vialin part 

The idiomatic quality of this passage is obvious to violinists. The dissonant 

intenmls that color this part of the piece are all derived from consonant intervals; 

thus, minor sevenths are fhtgered the same way as major thirds, major seconds 

are refated to octaves. and perfect fourths are derived from major sixths. The 

exeaon of this passage is therefore comfortabIe, since these intervals spring 

directly from aie nature of the instrument 

Technical difficulties and programmatic suggestion abound in the final 

piece of the tripfych, entitled 'Dryads et Pan". Once again, ternary fom is used, 

this time preceded by an introduction of considerable innovation: 

Introduction: rneasures 1 to 10 

Mm. 1 - 10 Violin solo; notable use of quarter tone below 0- 

natural. Piano entry at measure 4. 

A: measuies 11 to 54 

Mm. 12 - 16 First theme CDryada theme) introduced by piano, 

accompanied by tfemolando and arpeggios in the 

vioiin pan. 

Mm. 17 - 23 Fim theme played by violin; piano plays 'Dryad" 

accom paniment. 



Mm. 24 - 41 "Free" SBCbœon I: 'Dryad" accompaniment and 

fragments of first theme featwed. 

Mm. 42 - 54 Transitional material; glissando trilis in major 

seconds in violin pah 

8: rneasures 55 to 1 t9  

Mm. 55 - 58 'La flûte de Pan" 

Mm. 59 -68 Second theme. 

Mm. 69 'Fan pipen interruption. 

Mm, 70 - 72 "Dryad" accompanirnent. 

Mm. 73 - 80 Third theme. 

Mm. 81 - 84 Second theme- - 
Mm. 85 - 90 Variant of first theme. 

Mm- 91 - 94 Thifd theme, 

Mm-95-112 'Freen section II: fragments of first and second 

themes inwrporated. 

Mm. 113- 119 Second and third themes combined. 

A: rneasures 120 to 142 

Mm. 120 - 127 First theme. with occasional interidons of seconci 

and third themes (0.g. mm. 122 to 123,126 to 1 Zn. 

Mm, 128 - 142 Transitional material, with ocassional use of second 

and third themes. 

Mm. 143 - 157 Coda. 



'Dryads et Pan" contains the strongest programmatic elements of the set 

One of these. the imitation of Pan's pipes, is written in the score by 

Szymanowski himseif; there may perhaps be others, though they are not 

labelled. The composer himself, however, in his answer to Robert Imandt's 

question, went on to demie 'Dryads et Panw in some detail: 

In the Dryads, one can imagine the material as anecdotal, in a sense. 
Therefore, a murmuring forest on a hot summer night, thousands of 
mysterious voices intermingled Ni the darkness, merrymaking and 
dancing Dryads. Suddenly the sound of Pan's flute. Calm and unrest 
followed by a suggestive, languorous melocfy. Pan appears. The 
amorous glances of the Dryads and the indescribable frigM in their eyes- 
Pan Ieaps backwards-the dance is resumed-then everything calms 
down RI the freshness and calmness of the rising Sun. In essence, an 
expression of complete reverie of a restIess summer nightlj 

The murmurs of the forest where the Dryads live are probably evoked by 

the quartei-tone undulations at the beginning: 

En 45. Szymanowski, 'Diyads et Pan.' mm. 1 to 4, violin part. 

This innovative opening, which represents the first time in music history that 

quarter tones on the violin are used and notatedre leaûs to a merry first theme 

" Quoted in Chylinska 95 
12 The upside-down (lat symbal is explained in the score by the composer with the following 
rem& 'Abaissez le rbd'un quart de tomm (Lower the D by a quarter tone.) 



(the 'Dryad" theme) which may be taken to depict the carefree nature of these 

woodland nymphs: 

w \ 

Ex. 46. Szyntanowski. 'Dryads et Pan,' mm. 12 to 14. 

When the violin enters with this theme, it is accompanied by jaunty pianistic 

figures which I cal1 the "Dryad" acwmpaniment: 

Ex 47. Szymanowski. 'Dryads et Pm,' mm. 17 to 20. 



From hem, the music moves toward its climax wiVi an ever-increasing sense of 

frenry. The culmination at measure 54 marks the end of the A SBCfiSBCfion. 

At the beginning of the B saon, the use of natural hamonics to evoke 

the sound of Pan's pipes is effecave and also serves to alleviate the dissonance 

of the previous section: 

En 48. Szymanowski. 'Dryads et Pan," mm. 55 to S. violin part. 

The second theme which follows is also played in harmonics by the violin; its 

tenderness aptly suggests Pan's ability to play "melodies as sweet as the 

nightingale's songn13 : 

Ex. 49. Szymamwski, 'Dryads et Pan." mm. 61 to 64, violin part 

The third theme is bittersweet, perhaps a representation of Pan's 

disappointment at king rej8Cfed by a Dryad because of his uglinesç: 



Poco meno. 

50. Szymanowski. 'Dryads et Pan.' mm. 73 to 76, violin part. 

The use of major sevenths here would become a characteristic trait of 

Szymanowski's violin writing. Al! of these themes make brief reappearances in 

the tnincated reprise of the A section. 

The harmonic backdrop against which Szymanowski sets his thematic 

material is his most dissonant and elabrate. The tonal focus is D-natural and 

this is presented at the onset of the piece; later articulations of this note or its 

triadic formations (at measures 11, 57, and 123) are used to mark the piece's 

ternary structure. Szymanowski generates his harmonies through the 

imposition of parallel chords within a major second around this tonal center. 

This is readily apparent a? the beginning: 

Ex, 51. Szymanowski. 'Dryads et Pan.' mm. 4 to 7. 



As with 'Narcisse,' this opening produces the effect of ringhg dissonances 

rather than bitonality. Much of 'Dryads et Pan' is colored by these dissonances, 

transposed to different pitch levels; even the violin part is given extended 

passages that are harsher than usual: 

Ek 5 2  Szymanowski. 'Dryads et Pan.' mm. 42 to 49. violin part. 

This is only one of the numerous diïiculties encountered by the violinist 

in this piece. 'Dryads et Pan" contains the most technically advanced violinistic 

writing of the Mythes. Much of it incorporates trills and tremolandos. as in the 

above example; other instances include the following: 

Ex %(a). Szymanowski, 'Dryads et Pan,' mm. 27 to 33. viofin pak 



Ex 53(b). Szymanowski. 'Dryads et Pan.' mm. 50 to 54. violin part. 

Harmonies are also featured prominently. In addition to the evocation of Pan's 

pipes and the second theme (Ex. 49), extensive use of artificial harmonies can 

be found: 

Risveg1iando.- @ n.o. -1, 

En 54. Szymanowski. 'Dryads et Pan." mm. 103 to 107. violin paR 

Finally, throughout the piece Szymanowski inserts several virtuoso nins which 

demand the utrnost in dexterity and control: 

Ex. =(a). Szymanowski, 'Dryads et Pan.' mm. 36 to 38. violin part 



With the composition of the Mythes, Szymanowski reached his full 

maturity as a composer and successfully created a 'new mode of expression for 

the violin." The musical style of this work-a unique biend of Rornanticism and 

impressionisrn--would characterire Szymanowski's music for several more 

years. The writing for the violin, which utilizes virtuoso idioms within this new 

cornpositional context, would be carried forward and applied in his next two 

works for the instrument. 



THE MASTERPIECES OF THE IMPRESSlONlST PERIOD (II): 
VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. t AND THREE PAGANINI CAPRICES 

I must say that I am very happy with the Wolin concerto]-again there are 
various new notes-while at the same time there is a bit of a return to the 
old. The whole thing [is] tembly fantastic and unexpected.1 

Thus Szymanowski wrote about the First Violin Concerto to his friend Stephan 

Spiess, shortly after the work's completion. Indeed, among the composer's 

oeuvre for the violin, this concerto stands out as the most ortginal in design. As 

well, in the context of the developrnent of the violin concerto as a genre, 

Szymanowski's First merits a significant place; its combination of 

lmpressionistic and Romantic sanorities starnp it as one of the most unusual in 

the instrumental repertoire. 

The entire work was sketched in the space of twelve days during the 

summer of 1916; the full score was completed in October of the same par. As 

with the M 'es ,  Szymanowski worked in close consultation with Pavel 

Kochanski, to whom the concerto is dedicated. The closeness of the artistic 

association between the two men can be readily seen: Kochanski not only 

edited the violin part, but he also provided a cadenza which is organically 

bound to the concerto. 

The work, together with Szymanowski's Third Symphony, was origniaily 

1 Quoted in Teresa Chyfinska, K& Szyma~)wM: Ms Life and Wo&s (Los Angeles: Friends of 
Pofish Music, t 993). t 15. 



scheduled to be premiered during the 191 6-1917 seaçon in St Petersburg. with 

Kochanski as the soloist However, due to the political unrest in Russia at the 

time, the performance was postponed indefinitely. Not until November 1922 

was the concerto presented to the public. The soloist was Josef Oziminski, who 

played the premiere in Warsaw; Kochanski later perfoned it in the United 

States with the Philadelphia Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski. The concerto 

met with cntical success and was soon taken up by numerous concert violinists 

around the world. 

Like most of Szymanowski's music from this period, the Arst Violin 

Concerto has an extra-musical association. The poem "Noc majowaw ("May 

Night") by Tadeusz Micinski, a writer who was a member of 'Young Poland in 

Literature" and for whom Szymanowski had much admtation, apparently 

served as the inspiration for the work. How deeply the music and the poem are 

linked cannot be ascertained, and it has been pointed out that such a 

connection is perhaps not very useful to an understanding of the concerto? 

Nevertheless, as Samson puts it, 'much insight into its musical worfd c m  be 

gained from the prograrnrne.'3 A few quotations from the opening of the poern 

are provided here: 

Asses in crowns settle rnajestically on the grass- 
fneflies are kissing the wild rose- 
and Death shimmers on the pond 
and plays a frivolous song. 

EphemerÏds 
fty into dance- 

3 Jim Samson. Tha Musicof S z p a w s K *  (New York and London: Kahn and Averùl. 1981). 114. 



oh, fiowers of the lakes. Nereids! 
Pan plays his pipes in the oak grove. 

Ephemerids 
fiy into dance, 
fly hto dance- 
plaited ni amorous ernbrace 
eternally young and hoiy- 
stabbeû with a leaial dart, 
golden crucians and roach. 
and patient kingfïshers 
gaze with their eyes of steel- 
and on the ttees the hammering of 

the Iittle blacksmiths, 
amid the sorb, red croaked-beaks 
and kestrels with eyes like tinder- 
merrily whistling and chatting.. -4 

It is certainly possible to relate various parts of the concerto with 

Micinski's poem. The evocative opening orchestral tutti is an example. Its 

shimrnering sonorities, produced by a combination of string tremolando, 

hamonics, and coloristic figures played by the woodwinds, harps, piano, and 

celeste, perhaps suggest the fantasy world as sketched in the first Iines of "May 

Night." From this extraordinary beginning cornes a musical structure that is, to 

Say the least, original in concept. Szymanowski's First Violin Concerto makes 

few concessions to tradition in terms of form. The entire work seems 

improvisatory in nature; it is in one continuous movement. but doser 

examination reveals that the work is organized in seven sections, including a 

solo cadenza for the violin: 



Mm. 45 - 48 

Mm. 48 - 70 

Mm. 71 - 133 

FlRST SECTION (mm. 1 to 1451 

Mm. 1 - 19 Orchestral introduction. *Fanfarem and awhole 

tonea motifs presented. Tonality uncertain. 

Mm. 19 -32 Violin entrante. Presentation of a six-note 

idea that is immediately transfomed. 

Orchestra interjects with 'whole-tonen motif. 

Mm. 32 - 44 Orchestral interlude (subito piu mosso a 

tempo). Oboe solo (mm. 32 - 35), followed by 

transformation of %hole-tone" motif by 

orchestra. 

Six-note idea picked up by orchestra. 

presented in augmentation. 

First rhapsodie violin solo, accompanied by 

six-note idea (transformed) in orchestra. 

V i c e  assai. Viituoso section based primanly 

on "whole-tone* motif. Adumbration of later 

virtuoso sections. "Fanfare* motif also 

prominent (mm. 89 - 91, 100 - 105). 

Mm, 134 - 145 Climax 1, played by orchestra, 

SECOND SECTION (mm. 146 to 2501 

Mm. 146 - 159 Orchestral interlude (ancora poco meno), 

rerniniscent of opening. OccasionaI 

interjections of "whole-tone' motifs. 



Mm. 160 - 199 Violin solo. Presentation of theme A (mm. 163 

- 164), followed by four transpositions. Theme 

B presented (m. 192). Theme A exchanged 

between vioiin and orchestra (mm. 1 96 - 199) 

Mm. 200 - 21 1 Second rhapsodie violin solo (Lento assai, 

hpro wismdo. 

Mm. 212 - 224 Theme A. 

Mm. 225 - 237 Third rhapsodie violin solo (Poco meno). 

Mm. 238 - 250 Orchestral interlude. Continuation of 

rhapsodic feeling (mm. 238 - 241) leads to 

Climax II (mm. 242 - 250), which features 

themes A and B in dissonant harmonies. 

THlRD SECTION (mm. 251 to Ml 1 

Mm. 251 - 259 Theme B presented by violin in augmentation. 

Mm. 260 - 330 Virtuoso section. "Sche~ando" theme 

presented by violin (mm. 272 - 283). First 

~n-ant  of "scherzandon theme played by 

orchestra and taken up by violin (mm. 284 to 

291). Second vafiant of uscherzandom theme 

playad by violin from mm. 306 to 309. Original 

"scherzandon theme reappears (mm. 322 to 

330). 

Orchestral interlude leading ?O Climax III. Mm. 331- 341 



FOURM SECTION (mm. 342 to 42n 

Mm, 342 - 363 Fourth rhapsodie violin solo (Poco meno. 

Allegretto). 

Mm. 364 - 389 Third variant of ascherrando* theme. 

Mm. 382 - 389 Theme B, in augmentation, played by violin. 

Mm. 390 - 401 Theme A, in augmentation, played by violin. 

Mm. 402 - 409 Theme B. in augmentation, played by violin. 

Mm. 410 - 427 Orchestral interlude leading to Climax IV. 

Short transition (mm. 420 to 427) leading F i h  

Section. 

FlFM SECTION (mm. 428 to 5621 

Mm. 428 - 444 Adumbration of theme C. 

Mm. 445 - 454 Theme C, 

Mm. 455 - 459 Theme O played in harmonies by violin. 

accompanied by figures derived from 

theme C. 

Mm. 460 - 461 Theme C in harmonies. 

Mm. 462 - 467 Theme D played by violin and orchestra. 

Mm. 468 - 469 Theme C. 

Mm. 470 - 473 Theme O. 

Mm, 474 - 486 Theme C exchanged between violin and 

orchestra. 

Mm. 487 - 496 RhyVirnic variants of theme C. 



Mm, 497 - 518 Virtuoso section based on second variant of 

'scherzando" theme. Tonality on A- 

natural established (mm. 497 to m). 
Mm. 51 9 - 526 Second variant of "scherzandon theme 

presented by the violin. 

Mm. 527 - 552 "Scherzando" theme and variant. 

Mm. 555 - 562 Orchestral interlude leading to cadenza. 

CADENZA Ibv P. Kochanski. mm. 563 to 592) 

- incorporates theme 6 (mm. 566 to 567), first variant of 'scherzandon 

Hieme (mm. 578 to 580,585 to 588), and materia( from first rhapsodie 

section (m. 576) with original matenal that is improvisatory in nature. 

Mm. 597 - 604 

Mm. 605 - 608 

Mm. 609 - 616 

Mm. 61 7 - 628 

Mm, 629 - 638 

Mm. 639 - 647 

ORCHESTRAL CLIMAX (mm. 593 to 64ïl 

Mm. 589 - 596 Transitional passage Iinking cadenza with 

orchestral climax. 

Trombone solo. accom panied by I"fanfaren 

motif (bassoons). 

Horn takes ove? matenal from trombone solo. 

Theme B. 

Theme A in augmentation. accompanied by 

Yanfare* motif. 

Variant of theme A, 

Confirmation of tonality on A-natural. Theme 

A in original fonn. 



Coda (mm. 648 to 66n 

Mm. 648 - 650 Reference to opening Svhole-tonen motif. 

Mm. 651 - 661 Themes A and D played by violin. 

Mm. 662 - 667 Closing gesture. Vidin fades away on 

harmonies. Basses close the work on a soft A- 

naniral (pppp) in pizzicato. 

These divisions, while not definitive. do follow a general pattern: each 

begins quietly. usually with the violin. and ends climatically with the full 

orchestra.5 Accepting these divisions, one can view the first section (mm. 1 to 

145) as an area where Szymanowski establishes certain musical motifs and the 

relationship between soloist and orchestra. Two ideas are featured in the 

opening which will recur at various times: a spiky, "fanfare" motif (Ex. 56a). and 

a "whole-tone" motif (Ex. 56b) which gives the piece a tinge of Orientalism. 

[Vivace -sr i  ) 
Ob. 

Ex, 56 (a}. Szymanowski, Vioiin Concerto No. 1, Op. 35, m. 3, oboe parts 

Ejc 56(b). Szymanowski Violin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35. m. 5, ciarinet Ill part (concert pitch) 

5 See Samson. The M u e  of Symimo M. 1 18 - 1 19, for an altemate stmcbrai reading of this 
concerto. 



When the violin enten at measure 19, it does so almost imperceptibfy, as 

if emerging from the orchestral fabric. This approach to introducing the solo 

instrument, unique in itseif, continues throughout the work until the cadema. 

The first solo features a six-note idea (marked 'r) which is immediately 

transposed, then transformed, but does not reappear again in later sections of 

the concerto: 

En S. Szymanowski. Wolin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35, mm. 21-32, violin part 4 

This pattern of presenting , then transposing and transforming, thematic 

material is another salient feature of the work. Furthermore, the material 

presented by the soloist is always taken up by the orchestra; the six-note idea 

recurs at measures 45 to 48, where it has undergone further transformation: 



più tranquillo (poco menot 

Ex 58. Szymanowski, Violin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35, mm. 45-48, piano reduction. 

In later sections, the kinship between violin and orchestra grows closer, in that 

the latter delays less in picking up what the soloiçt presents. 

The firs t section also introduces two contrasting types of solo passages 

that charactenze the concerto. The first type is the rhapsodic violin solo, which 

is marked by 'spun-out" mns in sixteenth notes that have an improvisatory feel 

about them. The first such passage occurs in measures 48 to 70, from which I 

extract an excerpt: 

Ex, 59. Szymanowski, Wolin Concerto No. 1, Op. 35, mm. 55 to 57, violin part. 

The second type is the virtuoso solo, which is fast and, as the label clearly 

suggests, showy in nature: 



Ex 60. Szymanowski. Violin Conceflo No. 1. Op. 35. mm. 73 to 84, violin part. 

Apart from the "fanfaren and "wholetone" motives, the other thematic 

material presented in the first section does not recur. It is in the second section 

of the concerto that one finds the most important group of themes. Theme A. 

introduced by the soloist, is the most prominent and easily recognizable: 

Ex 61. Srymanowski. Wolin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35. mm. 163-765, violin part 

Theme B, chatacterized by dissonant major sevenths, makes a somewhat 

tentative first appearance at measure 192, but will later become bolder and 

more forceful in ttansformed versions: 



Ex 62 Szymanowski, Violin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35. m. 192, violin paR 

Repetitions and transformations of these themes occur throughout the 

remainder of the work, notably Ri the fourth section, where they are presented in 

augmentation, and in the orchestral dirnax. 

The second section is lyrical; the tenor changes by the time the third 

section arrives. Virtuosity replaces lyricism and this part of the concerto 

contains the most demanding technical challenges for the soloist. Highlighting 

the section is a new theme (labelled the *ScherzandoW theme in the outline) 

which features an interesting combination of double-stops and sixteenth notes 

that run simultaneously: 

Ew 63. Szymanowski, Violin Concerto No. 1, Op. 35. mm. 272 b 2û3, vioiin patt 



The first variant of this theme takes aie form of triple stops: 

- 

Ex W. Szymanowski, Violin Concerto No. 1, Op. 35, mm. 286 to 289, violin part, 

The second variant, by contrast, is lyri*cal: 

a tempo 

AIlegretto grarioso ~ O C O  rit.) 

Ex 65. Szyrnanowski,Violin Concerto No. 1, Op. 35, mm. 306 to 309, violin part 

A further variant of the "Scherzando" theme occurs in the fourth section 

(mm. 364 to 381). which otherwise serves to develop old themes, narnely A and 

B. The fifth section. on the other hand, introduces new material. Theme C 

(Ex.66b) springs directly out of the transitional passage joining the fourth and 

fah sections together (Ex66a): 



ancora poco mena _ cmfotico e ufjetzuou, 

En 66(a). Szymanowski. Violin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35. mm. 41 6 to 419. piano 
reduction. 

Ex. 66(b). Szymanowski. Wolin Conceito No. 1, Op. 35, mm. 450 to 453, violin part. 

Theme D, likewise, is derived from theme C. if one takes into account the 

orchestral accornpanirnent at measure 455: 

Ex 67. Szymanowski. Molin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35. mm. 455 to 456. piano reducüon. 



Of this new material, theme D is of sornewhat more prominence, given that it 

rnakes a brief reappearanœ in the coda (mm. 656 to 660). Theme C, however, 

is transformed in both rhythm and character (mm. 487 to 496). In this fom, it is 

used to lead into the final virtuoso section of the concerto (mm. 497 to 552), 

which contains a recapitulation of the 'Scherzando" theme and its variants. 

This, in turn, leads to the solo cadenza, following a short orchestral interlude. 

Kochanski's cadenza is extremely brilliant and effective. For the most 

part, it is in an improvisatory style, akin to the various rhapsodic solos that 

Szymanowski composed within the concerto proper. Thematic connections do 

exist, however; for instance. at measum 566 to 567, where theme B is used in 

augmentation: 

Ex- 68. 

" m&&i,s&- 

Szymanowski. Vidin Concerto No. 1, Op. mm. 

refefence to the first rhapsodic solo is made: 

[^bote tranquiiio e dolce (meno m-1 

Ex 69(a). Szymanowski. Wolin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35. mm. 52-54. violin part 



u m 
69(b). Szymanowski. Volin Concerto No. 1. Op. 35, cade- m. 5 

And finally, to conclude and lead into the orchestral climax, Kochanski uses the 

first variant of the "Scherzando" theme. appropriately giving the cadenza a 

spectacular finish: 

Ex 70 . Szymanowski. VioIin Concerto. No. 1. Op. 35. mm. 585 -5cr). piano reducüon 



The orchestral climax, undoubtedly the culmination of the entire work, 

makes use of Viemes A and B, the former accompanied by the Yanfare" motif 

that was featured at the beginning of the concerto. The orchestration is 

reminiscent of late Rornanticism, an indication that Szymanowski was not 

enürely free of 19tbcentury influence, even at this, the most original phase of 

his career. The style changes almost abniptly at the onset of the coda, which 

immediately recalls the opening of the concerto. The whole work ends, not with 

a bang, but on a mere whisper of sound from the double basses on an A 

natural, thus confiming the concerto's tonality. 

The juxtaposition and combination of Rornanticism plus Impressionisrn, 

succinctly presented in this final section. permeates the entire concerto. The 

duality of the work's nature has b e n  cornmentecl on by several writers, and, 

judging by Szymanowski's own remarks to Spiess, the composer himself 

seems to have realized this as well. Duality exists also at another level, namely 

in the combination of innovation and tradition, or in the composer's words, 

various *new notes" with *a bit of a return to the old." 

Innovation can certainly be seen in the structural organization of the 

concerto, as has already been extensively noted. If one compares this work 

with other violin concertos written around the same tirne, then one can fumer 

appreciate the originality of Szymanowski's concept. The flowing, improvisatory 



nature of the First Wolin Concerto has few parallels in the repertoire.6 Yet the 

inclusion of the solo cadenza, written by someone other than the composer, is a 

throwback to an earlier period; the dosest rnodel. chronologically speaking, is 

the Violin Concerto by Brahms, aRhough in that particular work, the cadena is 

not H e  into the concerto itseif.7 Likewise, the use of an expanded orchestra, 

which calls for a piano, two harps, and a large assortment of percussion 

instruments, in addition to the usual winds, bras (induding tuba), and strings. is 

indicative of an interest in a wide range of timbres. This is consistent with 

Impressionism. But the composer also realized that a solo violin could not 

project above these large orchestral forces. In a bow to the traditional violin 

concerto, Szymanowski skilfully thinned the orchestration during the soloist's 

passages, thus effecüvely spotlighting the violinist at all times. 

Effective, too, is the writing for the solo instrument. Essentially, 

Szymanowski continued the line of development begun with the Nocturne and 

Tarantella, and perfected in the Mythes. However, the First Violin Concerto iç 

not primatily a virtuoso work. Although flashes of virtuosity occur (e.g., the 

"Scherzando" theme). the emphasis on lyricis is predominant. Samson notes 

that ''[W soloist . . . has a calming effect on the ordiestra,'8 in that the violin 

cantilena seems to function as a pacifying element Just as the orchestral 

6 Compare S z y m a n o ~ ~ s  Fr& Concerto with. say. the vklin concartod of Sibehus (1 905) and 
E3gar (1 910), both of which were conceïved along classical lines inthatîheyfollow a E h r e  
moment (fast-siow-fast} scheme. Perhaps the cbsest rnodel to Srymmwski's work is the r i e  
knom Vioh Concerto (1916) by Frecferkk Delius (1 86Z-l934), which is al= in one rnovement 
but, unlike Szymanowski, has elements of son~a(legro form. 
7 As wdl. Brahms Mt the caderua b be improvised by the perfomer. who happened tu be 
Joseph Aachim (1 833-1 907) at first, Others su&sequent(y m t e  cademas for Brahms's 
Concerto. 
8 Samson, If 7. 



passages seem to reach a climax, the violin enters with lonpbreathed phrases 

that distill the tension. Most of these extendeci melodic passages are written in 

the upper tessitura, thus ensuring maximum audibility, white at the sarne time 

testing the performer's sense of intonation. 

With the First Violin Concerto, Szymanowski reached the end of his 

exploration of the 'new mode of expression." Although in his next work for violin 

he still showed signs of interest in virtuosity, the composer began to revert to 

traditional ways of wnting for the instrument. Faingly, he set his new work to the 

music of the ltalian violinist whose own innovations made possible 

Szymanowski's 'new moden: Nicolo Paganini. 

Three Paganini Caprices, Op. 40 

Szymanowski wrote the Three Paganini Caprices in the spring of 191 8, 

in collaboration with the violinist Viktor Goldberg. Although overshadowed by 

the Mythes and the First Violin Concerto, the Caprices are çignificant 

nonetheless because they indicate that the composer's interest in the intricacies 

of writing for the violin was still active (despite the fact that the primary material 

is not original). As weU, this group of works shows the beginnings of a reversion 

to tonal hamony, a characteristic of Szymanowski's late styie. 

The motivation behind the writing of these transcriptions is not clear. 

Certainly, the Three Paganini Caprices represent the only instance when 

Szymanowski chose to recast the music of another composer. This may have 



been seen as a challenge. although transcriptions of Paganini's music were 

already being made and po pularized by the violinist-com poser, Fritz Kreisler 

(18751 962), at around the same time. Whatever the reason, Szymanowski's 

arrangements go beyond the Iimits of most transcriptions. The overall 

conception, treatment of the prirnary material, and harmonic inventiveness are 

handled in a rnanner that is more 'Szymanowskian" than 'Paganinian." 

Looking at the Three Paganini Caprices as a whole, it can be seen that 

Szymanowski conceived them as a set. Thus, the opening caprice, a fairly 

faithful adaptation of Paganini's Caprice No. 20, functions sornewhat as a "first 

movement;" its temary design alludes to mata  fom. The 'second movement." 

a heavily revised and truncated version of the Twenty-first Caprice, is slow and 

marked Adagio molto expressive e affekaso. The Tinale" is basa  on the 

famous Twenty-fourth Caprice, and, like the original, is a set of variations on a 

theme. 

Violinists who have studieâ both versions will be quick to spot noticeable 

alterations to the violin part Caprice No. 20 retains most of Paganini's original 

music. The major differences occur in the A -on, where the tempo is slower. 

the repetition of aie theme is taken an octave higher, and a section in triple 

stops is completely omkted: 



Andante dolcissimo 

EK ?l (b). Szymanowski, 'Caprice No. 2OeW Op. 40. No. 1. mm. 1 to 16, vioL part 



The 6 section is only sligMfy altered: 

Ex 72(a). Paganini. Caprice Op. 1. No. 20. mm. 46 to SI. 

Gc. 72(b). Szymnowski, 'Capice No. 20.' Op. 40. No. 1. mm. 35 b 50. violin pIut 



Caprice No. 21 is the most revised of the set, as already indicated. The 

original's bipartite structure concludes with a section marked Presto which 

features staccato bowing; this is not incorporated in Szymanowski's version. 

The melodic material that is retained consists only of the fnst phrase; hence. 

measures 1 to 9 of Szymanowski's transcription correspond to measure 2 

through I O  in Paganini's original. Afterwards, Szymanowski diverges from the 

primary material, transposing certain parts to different keys and creating new 

melodic "links" to join phrases together. 

The most obvious difference between the original and transcribed 

versions of Caprice No. 24. apart from the finale, is the order and nurnber of the 

variations; the following chart compares the original and Szymanowski's 

transcription: 

Pa~anini's oriainal 

Therne 

Var. 1 (flying staccato) 

Var. 2 (rapid string crossings) 

Var. 3 (octaves) 

Var. 4 (chromatic scales) 

Var. 5 proken octaves) 

Var. 6 (thirds and tenths) 

Var. 7 (triplets) 

Szvmanowski's version 

Therne 

Var. 1 (fIying staccato) 

Var. 2 (chromatic scales) 

Var. 3 (octaves) 

Var. 4 (rapid string 

crossings) 

Var. 5 (thirds) 

Var. 6 (triplets) 

Var. 7 (left-hand pizzicato) 



Var. 8 (chords) 

Var. 9 (left-hand pizzicato) 

Var. 10 (hamonics ad lib.) 

Var. 11 (broken chords and finale) 

Var. 8 (chords) 

Var. 9 (hamonics) 

Var. 1 O (finale) 

Because of this reshuffling, the transcription acquires a certain drama not found 

in the original, abetted also by changes of tempo in some of the variations (e.g.. 

Variation III. V, and IX are each marked Andante, which changes the mood, 

whereas Paganini's original indicates oniy one tempo-quasi Presto-for the 

entire set). Alterations to the violin part are less drastic than in Caprice No. 21. 

The first eight variations adhere closely to their original counterparts. Variation 

nine is quite different, however; its parallel in Paganini's version is the tenth 

variation, which is sometimes played in hamonics. It was perhaps this 

alternate execution that inspired Szymanowski: 

n(a). Paganini. CapfÎce, m. 1, No- 24, mm. 122-124. 

Ejc 73(b). Szymanowski, mCaprice No. 24*, Op. 40, No, 3, mm. f4S-f4?. 



Szymanowski's finale departs substanüally from Paganini's, making even more 

technical demands on the perfomer. While the harmonic ouüine remains the 

same. the use of double-stops is more advanced: 

Var. îî. 

Ex. 79(a). Paganini. Caprice. Op. 1. No. 24. mm. 131-158. e l in  p m  



Ex 74(b). Szymanowski. 'Caprice No. 24,' Op. 40. No. 3. mm. 161-182. violin part. 

Harmonically, the Three Paganini Caprices show a return to the tonal 

world fonaken in the Mythes and First Violin Concerto. This retum is in part 

dictated by the primary material. which is tonal in nature. Nevertheless, 

Szymanowski indulges in extended chrornaticism in his piano 

accompaniments, distorüng, at times. the tonality of Paganini's music. The 

opening of Caprice No. 20 shows this quite clearly: 



-indante dolcissimo 

* I I  

;- 

En 75. Szymanowski. 'Caprice No. 20.' Op. 40. No. 1. mm. 1-8. 

Other inventive touches include the use of free counterpoint, exchange of 

thematic material between the instruments, and displaced accents. 

Ex 76. Szymanowski, 'Caprice No- 21 Op- 40. No. 2, mm. 18-25 Use of fiee 
caunterpaint, 



Ex. TI. Szymanowski. 'Caprice No. 24.' Op. 40, No. 3, mm. 128-135. Exchange of 
thematic material. 



The transcriptions were Szymanowski's last works which incorporated 

high vimiosity for the violin. The 'new mode of expression,' cuftivated to a high 

degree of refinernent in the AQt#?es and First Wolin Concerto, was soon left 

behind in favor of a simpler approach to composiaon As well, Szymanowski's 

interest in wdting for the violin dwindled, mostly as a result of Kochanski's 

departure for the United States. It was not until a more than decade later that he 

would retum to the violin, but only at his friend's behest 



CHAPTER FlVE 

THE NATIONALIST PERIOD: WOLIN CONCERTO NO. 2, OP. 61 

The final phase of Szymanowski's creative career was the least 

productive in terms of violin music. The Second Vidin Concerto, written from 

1932 to 1933, was the composer's penultimate work. as well as his last 

orchestral composition. This concerto is predated only by a miniature entitled 

La Berceuse d'Aitcho Enio, written in 1925. The prirnary reason for this drop in 

the productivity of violin music was Kochanski's emigration to the United States 

in 1921. A second reason was Szymanowski's growing interest in other 

cornpositional genres, especially vocal music. Nevertheless, the two works that 

were produceci are representative of Szymanowski's late style. a style generally 

labelled as "Nationalist" 

The general characteristics of this new style have aiready been 

menüoned in the opening chapter. In shon, the most striking differences 

between the Iate works and those of the "Impressionist" period are the retum to 

greater tonal clarity, feaner instrumental textures, and, violinistically, more 

conservative writing. All of these new tendedes are apparent in La Berceuse 

d'Aîtcho Enia, Op. 52, a brief, 60-measure piece in the form of a lullaby for violin 

and piano. It was written in July of 1925, at the villa of the composer's friend, 

Dorothy Jordan Robinson. to whom the work is dedicated and whose villa was 

named 'd'Aikho Enia.' The piecek strongly tonal framework (D major), more 

traditional harmonies, clear texture, and less rigorous technical demands 

encapsulate the essence of Szymanowski's late 
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style. At the same tirne, the Berceuse's long-breathed phrases once again 

demonstrate the composer's belief in the importance of melody, a trait that he 

would continue to stress for the reçt of his career. La Berceuse dAïtcho Enla 

was given its first performance on 25 October 1925, in Warsaw, by Kochanski 

and Szymanowski. Since then, it seems to have been forgotten or neglected, 

but its simple charm rnakes it a cornpelling and worthy concert number. 

Violln Concerto No. 2 in A minor, Op. 61 

Nearly eight years passed between the composition of La Berceuse 

d'Aitcho €nia and the Second Violin Concerto, Op. 61. In the intervening 

years, Szymanowski was preoccupied with the production of his opera King 

Roger, as well as directing the Warsaw Conservatory and, later, the Warsaw 

Academy. In the surnmer of 1932 carne a request from Kochanski for a new 

concerto. Apparently, and in contrast with the genesis of the First Violin 

Concerto, Szymanowski was reluctant to comply with this request; he would 

later claim that 'the Second Violin Concerto was squeezad out of me in four 

weeks by Kochanski.*t The rough draft was indeed completed in one month, 

duting August of 1932, in dose consultaüon with Kochanski, who was staying 

with the composer in Zakopane. The orchestration, however, would take more 

than a year to realize; the full score was finally reaây in Septernber, 1933, just in 

time for the premiere one month later in Warsaw. Sadly, the first performance of 

this new work proved to be KochanskB fiml performance. The violinist had 
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been suffering from cancer for several years; the strain of working on the 

concerto plus his numerous concert appearances no doubt exacerbated his 

condition. Pavel Kochanski died in January, 1934, shortly after retuming to the 

United States. Szymanowski dedicated his Second Violin Concerto to his 

memory with the following inscription on the first page: A la memoire du Grand 

Musicien, mon cher et imubliable Ami. Paul Koctzanski. 

Since Rs premiere, the Second Violni Concerto has suffered general 

negfect in cornparison with its popular preâecessor. To be sure, the Second 

Concerto has none of the rhapsodie elernents no? the inventive virtuosity that 

characterized the First, yet it is a unique work that epitornizes Szymanowski's 

aesthetics. lnstead of a long and rapturous poem as its inspiration, the Second 

Violln Concerto incorporates elements of folk music into its fabric. In place of 

the richly colorful orchestral timbre of the Rrst Concerto. the Second Concerto is 

much leaner in its orchestration; this is parüally reflected in the swing, which 

caifs for fewer instruments than in the earlier work. As weil. the lush and 

sometimes exotic harmonies of the First Concerto are ieplaced by a much 

simpler, more traditional tonal language. And finally, the 'new mode of 

expression" is absent in the new concerto. The technical novelties of the mime 

period works are abandoned in favor of less spectacular virtuosity. On the 

technical level, the Second Concerto presents fewer challenges to the soloist, 

but it is an effective work from Me violinistic standpoint. All of these 

characteristics combine to fom a composition t h t  Teresa Chylinçka dedates to 

be 'of the highest order [and] of the most noble beauty.2 



The Second Concerto, like the First. is cast in a continuous, flowing 

structure. But unlike the First, it is more easily divisible: there are two 

discernible movements, separated by Kochanski's cadenza (yet another 

sirnilarity to the First Concerto). The first movement is in ternary form and the 

second is an extended rondo. 

Mm. 37 - 48 
Mm. 49 - 56 

Mm. 57-60 

Mm. 61 - 72 

FlRST MOVEMENT (mm. 1 to 284). ternaw fom 

A section: measures 1 to 187 

Mm. 1 - 6  Orchestral introduction. Tonality of A minor 

establis hed. 

Mrn.7-16 Theme A played by sdo violin. 

Mm. 17-28 Theme A extended. 

Mm. 29 - 36 Theme B, played by violin, acts as 

countetsubject to theme A played by bassoon 

(mm. 29 to 3I), then tnimpet (mm. 33 ta 36). 

Theme Cand variant. 

Theme B accompanied by aieme C. 

Theme C. 

Theme A in woodwinds, accompanied by 

virtuoso passages in solo violin part 

Mm. 73 - 85 Theme A (solo violin) varied and extended 

VUMI virtuoso embeflishrnents. 

Mm. 86 - 93 Transitional passage. 

Mm. 94 - 101 Theme A played in triple stops by solo violin. 

Mm. 102- I I 1  Theme A v a r M  



Mm. 112- 121 Wrtuoso transiaonal passage. 

Mm, 122- 128 Rhythmic variant of theme A. 

Mm- 129 - 156 Longer virhroso transitional passage leading 

to orchestral interlude. 

Mm. 157 - 187 Orchestral interlude (themes A, 8, and 4. 

B section: measures 188 to 255 

Mm, 188 - 194 Theme D (Andante sostenuto) presented by 

solo violin, 

Mm. 195 - 201 Short transitional passage based on theme D. 

Mm. 202 - 213 Theme E (Sostenuto) presented by solo violin. 

Mm. 214 - 218 Short transition. 

Mm, 219 - 225 Theme D, played su! G by solo violin. 

Mm. 226 - 234 Short transition, in double stops, played by 

solo violin. 

Mm. 235 - 255 Virtuoso section (poco piu mosso, animato). 

A section: measures 256 to 284 

- orchestral recapitulation (abridgad). Themes A (mm. 256 to 268), B 

(mm. 269 to 276), and C (mm. 271 to 284) presented by the full orchestra. 

CADENZA (bv P. Kochanski"): measures 285 to 372 



SECOND MOVEMENT (mm. 373 to 686). rondo form 

A section: measures 373 to 441 

Mm- 373 - 376 Rhythmic amompaniment set up by ~rchesffa- 

Mm. 377 - 393 Rondo (first) Vierne (moldo enefgicu, acon 

spirito) ppresented by solo violin. 

Mm. 394 - 416 Second presentation of rondo theme, one 

octave higher and extended with virtuoso 

scalar passages. 

Mm- 41 7 - 427 Rondo theme taken up by orchestra. 

Mm- 428 - 442 Orchestral transition to section B; motifs from 

rondo theme used as accompaniment. 

5 section: measures 443 to 

Mm. 443 - 456 Second theme (Poco meno, allegretto, 

tranquille) presented by solo violin. 

Mm- 457 - 465 Transitional passage, based on vimioso 

passages of the rondo theme. 

A section (varieâk measures 466 to 514 

Mm. 466 - 473 Rondo therne, embellished with open strings. 

Mm. 474 - 495 Rondo theme, rnelodically altered. 

Mm. 496 - 514 Transitional passage piayed by solo violin 

Imitation of Mo fiddk playing in 

heterophony(?); folk-inspired passage. 



C secüon: measures 525 to 55û 

Mm- 51 5 - 524 Third theme (Andantino moitu tranquille)). 

Mm, 525 - 532 Third theme repeated an octave higher and 

modified. 

Mm. 533 - 550 Transitional passage. 

A section: measures 551 to 588 

Mm, 551 - 554 Motif from rondo theme in lower strings. 

Mm, 555 - 580 Rondo theme, played saltanddo by solo violin 

and transposeci to various keys. 

Accorn panying strings also play saltando. 

Mm. 581 - 588 Transitional passage. 

D section: measures 589 to 658 

Mm. 589 - 622 Therne A frorn first movement, in A major. 

Mm- 623 - 658 Transitional passage (Poco piu tranquiIio), 

featuring double stops for the solo violin. 

Fragments of theme A used (mm. 651 to 658). 

_ E  
,i 6w.-. 

The first section, is characterized by motivic unity among its themes. 

Theme A, which opens the work, is the most prominent Themes 8 and C, 

though labelled differently. bear a certain kinship to theme A; the use of the 

rising minor third, which cm be found in al! three of the themes, actç as the 



€x. 79 (a). Szymanowski, Violin Concerto No. 2 Op. 61, mm. 7-13, violin part, theme A. 

rsls 

Ex 79 @). Szymanowski, Violin Concerto No. 2. Op. 61. mm. 29-32. violin part, theme B. 

Ex. 79 (c). Szymanowski. Violin concerto No. 2 Op. 61, mm. 37-40, violin part, theme C. 

Theme A itsel, as presented by the soloist, is also transformeci through 

the use of different orchestral backgrounds; this, in turn, alters its musical 

character, which initially began tenderly but later (measures 73 to 79, 94 to 101) 

becames rnilitary and more vnnioso in nature. 



After some extensive virtuoso transitional passages, Szymanowski 

provides an orchestral interlude (measures 157 to 187) as a link to the B 

SBCb0on, a procedure that was utilised in the First Concerto. Lyricism is the main 

characteristic of the 6 section, which is in E major, and both themes D and E 

show this in abundance: 

Andante sostenuto 

Gc 83 (a). Szymanowski, Vofin Concerto No. 2, Op. 61. mm- 187491. viob part, 
theme O, 



EK. 83 (b). Szymanowski, Vblin Con- No. 2, Op. 61. mm. 202-205. violin pah 
üieme E. 

Again, the unifying interval of a minor third is present, thus helping to establish a 

link with the thematic material of the A section. 

A second virtuoso passage (measures 235 to 255), featuring double 

stops for the soloist, serves as the link to an abridged recapitulation played by 

the orchestra. Thereafter, the rather extensive cadenza by Kochanski is 

presented. Surprisingly. it makes very little reference to previous thematic 

material; only a few measures allude to theme A: 

Ex 8 2  Szymanowski, Wolin Concerto No. 2, Op. 61. mm. 317-320, violin part 

The bulk of the cadenza is ahost exclusively in double stops, with extensive 

use of fourüis and fiihs played in sixteenths and triplets. The whole cadenza 

has an improvisatory quality abwt it 



The cadema rnoves immediateiy into the Concerto's second rnovement, 

a rondo that alternates behnreen an energetic dance and epiçodes of lyricism. 

The rondo aieme is presented by the soloist at the onset; its rhythmic vitality 

suggests. possibty, a folk dance: 

Ex 83. Szymanowski, Wolin Concerto No. 2, Op. 61. mm. 377-384. violin part. 

The oraestra picks up on this theme after the soloist repeats it an octave higher 

and adds a few virtuoso passages. A brief orchestral transition leads to the B 

part, whidr features a second theme that has both lyrical and whimsical 

elements: 



Ex 84. Szymanowski. Violin Concerto No. Z Op. 61. mm. 443-449, violin part 

The measure rnarked dolce capriccioso, aalng with its accompaniment, briefIy 

recalls the fantasy world of the Fnst Concerto. 

The second presentation of the rondo theme, from measures 466 to 514, 

is not a literal repetition of the first statement, as may be expected if one went 

according to a conventional treatrnent of the rondo fonn. lnstead, Szymanowski 

varies the rondo theme twice. first through embellishments featuring opening 

strings (Ex. 85a), then by melodic alterations which create the jarring 

dissonances that suggest Goral influence (Ex 85b): 

Ex 85 (a). Szymanowski, V i  Concerto No. 2, Op. 61, mm. 466-469. vioh part 



Gc 85 (b). Szymanowski, Vifin Comm No. 2, Op. 61. mm. 4744?ï. violin part. 

Later, at measures 496 to 514, there appears another passage that has 

folkloristic fîavor and which constitutes one of the more difficul moments in the 

concerto: 

i3c 86. Szymanowski, Vilin Conceeto No. 2, Op. 61. mm. 496514, viofin paR 



The above passage acts as a brÏdge into the next section. Lyricisrn 

prevails again, as shown by the third theme which has a rather Romantic tinge: 

Gc. 87. Szymanowski. Volin Concerto No. 2. Op. 61. mm. 515-522, violin part. 

It would seem, on the basis of this passage, that the early influence of 

Romanticism had not completely been left behind. even at this late stage of 

Szymanowski's career. Nor, for that matter, is the rhapsodie quality of the 

middle period works totally absent, judging by the transitional passage which 

follows: 

Ek 88. Szymanowski. Violin CoCIC6RO No. 2, Op. 61. m m  545550, *lin paR 



The third presentation of the rondo theme is an abridged version of the 

opening presentation; it is slightly varied with a few virtuoso tachniques such as 

saltando bowing and Mt-hand pizzicato. A short transition leads to the D 

section, which utilises theme A from the first movement: 

Ex 89. Szymanowski. Violin Concecto No. 2, Op. 61. mm. 589-594. violin paR 

The use of this theme in the concerto's finale gives the entire work unification. It 

is reminiscent of the cydical procedure encountered in the last movement of the 

Violin Sonata, and another example that the Romantic influence was süll alive 

in Szymanowski*~ musical thinking. The coda which follows, in contrast with 

that of the Rrst Concerto, condudes the work with vittuos0 flair. 

A few remarks concerning the overall texture and harmonies 

incorporateci in this concerto are in order. The use of counterpoint-up to this 

point not a salient feature of Szymanowski's style-is quite pervasive in this 

work. The first section, especially. is characterized by nurnerous passages 

which use imitation and strette. As well. the iritroduction of certain themes (e.g., 

theme 6 at measure 29) is accompanied by a previous theme, #us making the 

new material act as a countersubject Al1 of this thernatic materiai is hamonized 

using dearly defineci triads built on the key of A minor. The opening measures, 



for example, articulate this harmonic frame despite the slight chromaücism. But 

at the same time, the use of modes-particularfy Oorian and Lydian, the latter 

being characteristic of Goral folk music--is prevalent Lydian mode is the basis 

of the rondo theme of the second section (mm. 377 to 393), while the opening 

theme of the first section is in Dorian. 

Violinistically, the Second Concerto eschews the novelties that 

characterized works such as the Mythes and the First Concerto. The whting is 

more traditional; the idioms used are more in line with those found in the 

standard works of nineteenth-century violinist-cumposers, but without the rigor. 

This is not to say that the work is devoid of virtuosity; on the contrary, there are 

numerous passages that are highly effective and virtuosic in nature. For 

example: 



Other examples include the aforernentioned "folkloristÏcn passage (Ex. 86) and 

the transitional passages which connect the various sections together. Ali of 

these demand a high level of technical cornpetence. In the end, however, the 

Second Concerto should be regarded as a final lyrical essay by a composer 

who stressed lyricism thrwghout his music for the violin. 



CONCLUSION 

It cannot be claimed that Szymanowski's musical style exerted a huge 

influence on composers in the twentieth century. indeed, he has largely been 

repudiated by the later generations, even by those who came from Poland. 

Witold Lutoslawski (1913-1994), while acknowledging an early indebtness to 

Szymanowski, ultimately rejected the older composer's 'post-Romantic 

aestheticR in favor of the more progressive streams of twentiethcentury music 

as represented by Bart6k and Prokofiev.3 The same may be said of another 

famous Polish composer. Krzysztof Penderecki (1 933- ), whose musical 

predilections are far removed f rom those of Szymanowski. 

Though his musical style was lirnited in its influence, Szymanowski's 

'new mode of expression for the violinn-brought to fruition in his middle period- 

has had a more far-reaching impact. One of the first composers to be impacted 

was Béla Bart6k (1881-1945), whose own violin music shows signs of having 

been modelled on the Polish composer's examples. We know that Bart6k 

ordend ail of Szymanowski's available violin music frorn Universal Publishers 

sotnetirne in 1921, and that in the same year (November 12) he perforrned the 

Mythes with the Hungarian violinist Zoltan SzBkely.4 Also in 1921, Bart6k 

commenced work on his First Violin Sonata, which owes much to 

Szymanowski's 'new mode of expression" in its handling of the violin wriong. 

3 ~ean-Paul Couchad. La mus&ue pobnaise et WoH LueDslawski (Paris: M i n s  Stock* 1981 ). 
72-73, 
43anos Karpati, BartdKsChamkMusk(New York: Pendragon Press, 1994). 297-298- 



There are several points of cornparison between this Sonata and 

Szymanowski's music. The generai 4yricisrn prevailing the first WO movements 

may have been inspired by the Polish composer's overall approach to writing 

for the violin. More specifically, certain details in the Sonata's violin part c m  be 

reiated to parts of Szymanowski's 'Impressionist" works. The use of rapid 

- arpeggios, tremolando, and unusual double-stop combinations pays homage to 

passages from the Mythes. 

E>c92(a) Bart6k, Nolin Sonata No. 1, Allegro appassionato, mm. 60 ta 62, violin part, 

k92(b)  Bartdk, Violin Sonata No. 1, Allegro apmonato, mm. i l  5 to 117, violin part. 



As well, Bartbk's handling of texture is rerniniscent of Szymanowski. For 

example. in the first movement, the use of the violin's high register, combinecf 

with ostinato figures in the piano part, recalls not only the Mythes but the 

Nocturne as well. 

Bartbk's later violin music also contains devices that are Szymanowskian 

in design. The most obvious of these is found in the Second Violin Concerto 

(1937-38), where the use of quarter-tones in the first movement harks back to 

the opening of "Dryads et Panw from the Mythes 

En 93. BartcSk. Wolin concerto No. 2, Allegro non troppo. mm. 3û3 to 308. violin part. 

Also striking is the use of perfect f i s  near the end of the third movement, which 

is clearly derived from the opening of the Nocturne: 

Ex 94. Bart& W i n  concerto No. 2, Allegro molto. mm. 581 to 589. violin part. 



The use of other dissonant doublestops. in particular seconds and sevenths. 

are present in the first movement of the Second Sonata (1922): 

Ex. 95. Bartôk Wolin Sonata No. Z Molto moderato. mm. 92 to 103. violin part. 

The influence of Szymanowski on Bart&kbs violin music is definite. but 

could the "new mode of expression" also have had an impact on other 

composers? This is possible, 

by the author. Neveraieless, 

seem to suggest the probable 

For example, in the Sonata for 

although dacumentary evidence was not found 

certain passges from later works for the violin 

and perhaps definite influence of Szymanowski. 

Solo Win (1 951) by the Isreali composer Paul 



Ben-Haim (1897-1984). passages incorporating arpeggios based on unuswl 

chords and perlect fifths can be found: 

Ex. %(a). Paul BewHaim. Sonata for Solo Violin. Lento e sotto voce. m. 20. 

Ex. 96(b). Paul Ben-Haim. Sonata for Solo Vilin. Molto Allegro. mm. 106109. 

The use of quarter tones-probably Szymanowski's most lasting innovation-has 

been utilised extensively by later cornposers. In addition to Bart&k, quarter 

tones c m  be found in the music of the violinist-composer Eugene YS& (1 858- 
f 

19%; Sanatta No. 3 for solo vioiin. Op. 27. No. 3. the so-calfed uBalladen, written 

in 1924) and Lutoslawski (Partita for violin and piano. 1984). A more 

exhaustive study focusing on the impact of the "new modem rnay reveal other 

passages or works influenced by Szymanowski; the few examples I have 

provided here give only a sligM indication that the 'new mode of expression' 

may have been fa?- reaching. 



In conclusion, Szymanowski's violin music charts the composer's course 

of development dearly. From the late Romantic beginnings of the Violin Somta 

and the Romance, he reached his creative apex with the four middle period 

works that have remained stapfes of the violin repertoire. These works also 

demonstrated a novel approach to writing for the violin that was based on pre- 

existing idioms, but were refurbished by Szymanowski and his friend Kochanski 

to suit 20th-cenhrry musical ideals. This 'new mode of expression" rnay have 

provided several later composers with a model on which to base their own 

violin music. This model may still be in use even today. 
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